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Preface  

This is my third book in the area. With its publication, I feel that I have finally completed
a trilogy on the design and operation of manufacturing and supply (MS) systems.
Looking into the engineering domain of industrial and manufacturing systems, one
cannot fail to notice its multidisciplinary nature. There are numerous philosophies,
various approaches and techniques. Its path is paved with buzzwords. It has long been a
desire of mine to be able to present a more coherent and scientific view of the area to
which I have devoted my professional life.  

For my part, I have always restrained myself from using too many buzzwords that
happen to be the flavor of the day. This, I adhere to both in my research and in my 
writing. Fashions will come and go, but only sound scientific principles stand up to the
test of time. That is the reason why I have attempted to follow a consistent theme
throughout this trilogy of three books. The theme originates from a few words: systems 
concepts, systems methods and systems approach. This theme, in my opinion, provides
one of the most important ways of thinking in the field. It is the basis upon which many
of the so-called “philosophies” should be explained and assessed. Any sound and
workable approaches must have an underlying framework that follows key systems
principles. In this field, systems thinking—in terms of a set of systems concepts and
prerequisites for the system’s effective operation—is what provides the necessary
conditions for any logical approach. This is my philosophy of the fundamental approach
as adopted in the trilogy.  

The aim of the books is to provide a comprehensive coverage of the field. Together,
they serve to: (1) set systems thinking into the context of MS systems management; (2)
provide a theoretical framework into which various concepts and techniques fit logically,
hence illustrating what functions are involved, where they belong and how they can be 
applied; (3) present a self-contained workbook to help put the framework and techniques
into practice. Accordingly, the three books cover different aspects of the subject area
independently, yet their contents are complementary in a logical way.  

Manufacturing Systems Design and Analysis (Wu 1994) sets systems thinking into the 
context of the area of manufacturing systems design. It discusses the general systems
concepts and techniques, and relates these to the manufacturing domain by demonstrating
the systems aspects of a manufacturing operation. In addition, it presents a structured
approach for the modeling, design and evaluation of modern manufacturing systems. In
essence, this book provides the systems background of the trilogy. It helps the reader to
understand the structure and operation of a manufacturing organization through a systems 
perspective, and it shows how to use systems methods and tools to describe, analyze and
design a manufacturing system in a structured way.  



Manufacturing and Supply Systems Management: A Unified Framework of Systems
Design and Operation (Wu 2000) provides a theoretical framework of the trilogy. Based
on an extensive analysis of the available methodologies and techniques, plus results
gathered through field research, it presents a unified framework of manufacturing and 
supply systems management (MSM). MSM is defined as a domain involving the activities 
necessary for the design, regulation and optimization of an MS system as it progresses
through its life cycle. This book provides an extensive literature survey of the key topics
involved in the field, and carries out an in-depth analysis of the application and future
requirements of the relevant techniques. In particular, it specifies the key functional
areas, outlines the contents and relationships within them, and then combines these into a
closed-loop to provide the basis for an integrated management system.  

Finally, this current text is all about practicality. Based on the MSM conceptual
structure, this self-contained handbook guides the reader through the complete cycle of
MS strategic analysis, MS system design, management of system implementation, and
system operations monitoring. The structure and contents of this handbook are designed
with the following in mind:  

• From the research perspective. Many researchers involved in MS systems design and 
operation should find the structure of the MSM framework relevant, because it 
provides a logical basis for the development of consistent procedures and parameters. 
While researching individual methods, such a framework can help the researcher keep 
a systems perspective of the problem domain, and apply the resultant tools more 
effectively.  

• From a teaching and learning perspective. The MSM framework will help develop a 
coherent view of the subject area, and aid in the understanding of how the individual 
concepts and techniques fit into the overall picture. The task-centered way in which 
the individual topics are presented will be a useful feature for lecture and tutorial 
preparation. The workbook itself is ideally suited for students undertaking MSM-
related projects.  

• From an industrial perspective. Industry-based professionals may utilize the workbook 
to plan, coordinate and execute their MSM activities in a strategically driven way. 
Also, the workbook is designed to assist with institutionalizing the processes dealing 
with system design and improvement in a company. Such an in-built ability will help a 
company to cope with its changing environment and demands, which is becoming 
increasingly crucial for the success of an MS organization.  

I hope that, together, these three texts will further enhance the establishment of
manufacturing and supply systems engineering as a scientific discipline. I can honestly 
say that I wish someone else had written such a trilogy, for that would have made my
own life as a teacher and researcher in industrial engineering much easier!  

In association with my professional activities, I have been very fortunate to receive
tremendous help from a large number of people to whom I am indebted. I would like to
thank a group of most highly respected colleagues: Professor R.Wild of Henley 
Management College, Professor J.Powell of the University of Salford, Professor 



D.J.Williams of Bespak Europe Inc., Professor A.K.Kochhar of Aston University,
Professor D.Price of Bradford University, Professor R.J.Paul of Brunel University, UK;
Professor T.J.Black of Auburn University and Professor A.Kusiak of the University of
Iowa. I also wish to thank my former colleagues at Cranfield University, England, where
I spent a number of very enjoyable and fruitful years.  

I am particularly grateful to my colleagues in the Department of Industrial and
Manufacturing Systems Engineering, University of Missouri (MU): Professors Cerry
Klein, Thomas J.Crowe, Alec C.Chang, James S.Noble, Luis G.Occeña, Wooseung Jang 
and Jose Zayas-Castro; and Sally Schwartz and Nancy Burke. I thank them for accepting 
me as a colleague, for giving me the opportunity to work with a wonderful team, and for
all the help that they have given as I adjust to academic life in America. I also need to
thank them for their imaginative nickname for me—it is indeed great to be the Wu at MU. 

Special thanks are due to my wife Sharon for painstakingly checking the manuscript,
and for professionally converting the entire text to, alas, American English! Having
studied, lived and worked in Britain for over twenty years, it took this American to force
me to “agree” that the British cannot spell English properly. Of course, any errors and
omissions that the reader may find in the book are entirely my own.  

Finally, to Daniel and Christopher, I wish to repeat what I said in the preface of my last
book: I love you guys—so very, very much!  

B.Wu 
Columbia-Missouri. 2001 





CHAPTER ONE  
A Unified Framework of Manufacturing and 

Supply Systems Management  

1.1 INTRODUCTION  

The economic and social significance of manufacturing industries has long been
established: it is mainly through their activities that real wealth is created. There is little
doubt that manufacturing industry will continue to play a vital role. The experiences of
the manufacturing industry in the last decades of the twentieth century have provided a
strong indication that the companies in the new millennium will face some new
challenges.  

In order to help manufacturing industries tackle the issues, a substantial amount of
research has been carried out in relevant areas such as manufacturing and supply strategy
analysis, and manufacturing and supply system design. Consequently, structured
approaches, tools, and techniques have been developed. These have resulted in a better
understanding of the processes and tasks in their individual areas. When it comes to the
actual application, however, there is still a gap between theory and practice. For example,
companies often still deal with their system design problems in a fire-fighting manner, 
due to a number of reasons identified previously. One of these appears to be a general
lack of guidelines linking strategy and system design activities. Another reason appears
to be the inadequate monitoring of current manufacturing system status. Without a
reasonable estimate of the current status of the system in terms of its level of achievement
and its position along its system life-cycle, it is difficult for the company to decide when 
it is necessary to initiate a new round of strategy analysis/system design activities. Also,
there is a lack of integrated computer-aided tools in the area.  

The issues above highlight the need for a more comprehensive framework to help
companies manage their manufacturing system through the life cycles. Factories of the
future will not only need manufacturing information systems to plan and control the
operation of their existing manufacturing structures, but also methodologies and tools to
help restructure their manufacturing and supply (MS) systems themselves. To face this
challenge, the author has previously proposed a unified framework which aims to set 
systems thinking into the context of manufacturing and supply systems management.
Manufacturing and supply systems management (MSM) here is defined as a functional 
domain that involves the major activities, such as design, implementation, operations and
monitoring, etc., that are needed to regulate and optimize a manufacturing system as it 



progresses through its life cycle. The aim is to achieve understanding of the MSM
domain, and to provide a basis for identifying a set of consistent parameters and logical
procedures, so that effective mechanisms and tools can be developed to help a company’s 
future MSM activities. Detailed discussion of this framework can be found in:
Manufacturing and Supply Systems Management: A Unified Framework of System design
and Operation, (B.Wu, Springer, 2000, London). This framework provides an MSM
process reference architecture that is structured to follow the fundamental systems
engineering and problem-solving principles, as well as a system reference architecture 
which covers the systems structure and sub-structures of an MS system. These together 
provide the basis for the structure of this handbook of integrated design and operation of
MS systems.  

This handbook has two distinctive features: it adopts a systems approach to follow
through the complete cycle of MS strategic analysis, MS system design, and MS
operations; and it presents MSM procedures in a task-centered and self-contained way in 
order to guide the user step-by-step through this cycle. Together, the MSM framework 
and its task-centered workbook help set systems practice into the context of MS system 
design and operation. They present an integrated MS systems management framework,
logically incorporating the principles and key techniques from a number of relevant
areas, including:  

• systems concepts and systems engineering,  
• systems structure and systems perspective of MS operations,  
• strategic planning and objectives formulation,  
• system design methodology and techniques,  
• project and change management, and  
• system performance monitoring.  

Following the key principles of systems theory and techniques, the remainder of this
chapter provides an overview of the conceptual structure of the MSM framework which
identifies the main functional areas, specifies their generic functionality and contents, and
logically integrates them into a closed-loop to provide the basis for effective systems 
management. The task-centered workbook will be presented in the subsequent chapters of
the book. Issues related to the framework’s institutionalization within an MS organization 
will also be discussed.  

1.2 BACKGROUND AND KEY ISSUES  

The last two decades of the twentieth century have seen a new approach to
manufacturing. The new demands from the customers and the market have resulted in a
reduction in product life-cycles, and hence the need to reduce the time-to-market period 
for new product development. In addition, it is no longer possible to merely exist and
compete at a local level. Competition is seen to exist on a global scale, with world class
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standards being set in many areas.  

 

Figure 1.1 Three main functions contributing to MS performance  

For many decades, manufacturing and other system functions, such as marketing and
distribution, have been treated as separate activities in a manufacturing organization.
They may no longer be treated in such a way: in today’s global setting, the success of a 
manufacturing organization can only be achieved with the optimization of the
manufacturing and other functions in logical association with one another.  

For instance, the importance of transportation/distribution within the manufacturing
domain is highlighted in Figure 1.1. This shows that, from a customer’s point of view, 
there are three main functions contributing to a company’s delivery performance. This 
makes it quite clear why companies are increasingly using their supply chains as
competitive weapons. Hence, logistics and manufacturing are linked together in an
organization’s overall manufacturing and supply operation, frequently making the
structure of the organization a distributed one involving manufacturing/supply units at
different sites and geographical locations (Figure 1.2).  

Optimization of the complete manufacturing and supply cycle has increasingly become
an essential determinant to gaining a competitive advantage. However, current techniques
of manufacturing strategy formulation and system design seem to have concentrated
mainly on the issues related to manufacturing activities alone, without much
consideration being directed to their subsequent operations. It is evident that many
companies have found this restricting, and have begun to ask for ways to consider these
relevant activities and treat them as an integral part of the complete cycle. For many
manufacturing companies, reaction to market and business conditions suggests the
requirement for a step change followed by continuous improvement. This in itself is
likely to be continuous, needing steps or sprints in performance to be achieved 
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periodically, with incremental changes occurring in between. Consequently, MS system
design (MSD) projects are being carried out much more frequently than before. Similar to
what is known as a product life cycle, a manufacturing and supply system also possesses
a life cycle, going through a series of stages as shown in Figure 1.3. As shown, greenfield 
type system design projects are required when a completely new system is introduced,
designed, and implemented to satisfy a new set of manufacturing requirements. The
subsequent system design activities, brought about by continuous improvement initiatives
and projects responding to new market requirements, can be referred to as continuous 
improvement or brownfield type projects. In both cases, it is generally necessary to carry 
out a redesign project, requiring the utilization of existing resources, and being subject to
constraints related to the existing system. This concept of MS system life cycle provides 
an insight into the reason why today’s manufacturing organizations have to become more 
lean and agile.  

 

Figure 1.2 Structure of a distributed MS operation  

 

Figure 1.3 MS system life cycle  

In reality, every case is different. Companies commence system design projects from
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different perspectives. Not only are the markets different in many cases, but each
enterprise possesses a unique history, a unique organizational culture and state, and a
specific strategic direction. Other factors, such as the combination of time, resources, and
financial constraints are also specific to individual companies. Therefore, a design
process should be adapted to suit the particular case, requiring an appropriate means of
guiding the organization through the relevant design tasks. Such an approach would need
to consider the entire design process from the setting of objectives to the detailed design
stages and the specification of implementation activities. Based on an extensive analysis
of the relevant literature and results from practical cases, a number of separate, yet 
interdependent, key issues in the area can be summarized as follows:  

• System design methodologies. There are several problems regarding the use of 
manufacturing system design methodologies: (1) Awareness—the actual application of 
methodologies in practice; (2) Planning—the requirement to encourage coherence in 
the tasks undertaken from project initiation through to implementation; (3) 
Documentation—the recording, manipulation and retrieval of design data such as 
design notes, assumptions made and their justifications, etc.; (4) Implementation—
failures in system design projects are often related to inadequate organizational and 
operational planning and/or faulty execution of the implementation process. The 
primary areas of concern include the lead-times of projects, decision making, and the 
insufficient coordination of tasks.  

• Manufacturing strategy analysis/formulation. A few relevant issues in this area are: (1) 
Manufacturing strategy formulation—this covers the strategy content and process. 
There is substantial agreement concerning the decision categories or manufacturing 
policy areas to be addressed within a manufacturing strategy; (2) Interdependency 
between strategic policy areas—the decisions made for the manufacturing policy areas 
are interdependent. The policies and ensuing system design activities can logically link 
functions to strategy, or can involve more complex multiple links between functions; 
(3) Audit approaches—these allow a systematic involvement of key personnel, and 
allow both data and judgments to be recorded and revisited.  

• Strategy/system design interface. Strategy formulation can highlight both strategic 
improvements and operational improvements that can be achieved through system 
design activities. The planning and formulation of a design project should be assisted 
by strategic plans, by identifying cause and effect relationships between strategy and 
operations. The plans derived from the manufacturing strategy should concern the 
definition of implementation requirements for the manufacturing policies, the 
definition of the basic manufacturing systems and procedures, the definition of 
manufacturing controls, the selection of operations critical to manufacturing success, 
and the definition and formulation of performance measures and review procedures. 
However, the process of strategy formulation and its subsequent derivation into the 
specification of action plans is currently considered to be mainly creative. A 
significant feature resulting from this fact is that the action plans are often not 
sufficiently detailed to aid implementation. Since strategy development is an iterative 
process, it should be useful to consider iterations across the strategy/system interface 
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    throughout the system design project, though particularly at the early stages. These 
iterations may also feed back to the top level corporate and business strategies where 
necessary. Strategy/system design interface can be viewed as being a complementary 
task to that of strategy planning and specifies how the strategy is to be executed, the 
resources required and the performance measures to be applied. It can therefore be 
considered to occupy the phase of the interface that concerns the development of action 
plans. In a tactical sense, these plans represent individual system design projects.  

• Systems status monitoring. This area raises issues about strategy/system 
implementation, and how to judge the success/effectiveness of a project. A problem 
has been observed with respect to knowing where to start a system design project. The 
reason appears to be the lack of an online monitor of current system status within the 
MSM context. It must be realized that, in order to effectively support a strategy, the 
development and implementation of the necessary system and operations are a 
continuous process. Once a new system is implemented, its performance needs to be 
regularly monitored to assess its fitness-for-purpose, so that the original strategic goals 
are achieved.  

1.3 SYSTEMS APPROACH TO MS MANAGEMENT  

In order to deal with the complexity involved, the systems approach to the design and
operation of modern MS system, as presented in one of the author’s previous books on
the subject (Wu, 1994, Manufacturing System design and Analysis, 2nd Edition, Chapman
and Hall, London) has become more relevant than ever. The structure of the proposed
MSM framework closely follows the systems principles and the prerequisite conditions
for effective system construction and operation. It essentially supports a structured
mechanism for the provision and execution of relevant MSM methodologies, and the
communication of system designs.  

1.3.1 Key Systems Requirements  

Amongst the various concepts as presented in the above mentioned text, of particular
interest are a prototype system model and its set of conditions necessary for the effective
operation and control of manufacturing organizations. As far as the development of the
MSM framework is concerned, the following are especially relevant: (1) Coherent
organizational and operational strategies. The objectives adopted at various levels of the
system must be in line with the overall business aims. Therefore, regardless of the type of
system design projects concerned, their activities should be strategically driven so that
they are carried out following a coherent frame of objectives to guarantee the system’s
fitness-for-purpose; (2) Adequate system structure. In order to achieve the first goal, a
hierarchy of closed-loop control mechanisms must be implemented which corresponds to
the hierarchy of manufacturing and supply functions. Hence, three fundamental system
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functions must be properly designed and implemented at each level along the hierarchy—
objective setting, operational and performance monitoring; (3) Adequate measurement of 
the processes. To facilitate an effective control, it is necessary to be able to measure
relevant process parameters in an adequate manner, highlighting the need for the current
system performance to be adequately estimated for the subsequent decision-making 
within the MSM loop; (4) Awareness of environmental influences. Sufficient 
consideration must continuously be given to environmental factors, including changes in
customer requirements, technological development, competitors/partners’ level of 
achievement, and changes in government regulations and economical climate. If one
relates these well-proven systems principles to the area of MS management, it becomes 
apparent that a few key elements should be logically incorporated into an overall
framework, so as to provide a logical and practical MSM management approach.  

1.3.2 Overview of MSM Framework Structure  

As shown in Figure 1.4, the MSM framework should consist of three main functional 
areas: manufacturing and supply strategy analysis (MSA), manufacturing and supply
system design (MSD), and manufacturing and supply operations management (MSO).
Generally speaking, the nature of MSA approaches can be summarized as a method of
helping a company analyze its products, market, and operations to identify areas of
concern, and then setting objectives for improvement. However, the implementation of
strategic initiatives will rely on the management of change through MSD projects. The
general aim of an MSD project can therefore be defined as the determination of the best
structure of a manufacturing and supply system in order to provide the capability needed
to support strategic objectives. This must be achieved within the resource and other
constraints. An MSD procedure is usually based upon a general model of a problem
solving cycle, as exemplified by the MSD methodology outlined previously by the
author. In addition, the complete MSM cycle should also include the aspects of
manufacturing and supply to plan, monitor, and control the production processes once the
system is implemented and in operation. Therefore, the MSO area largely reflects the
planning and control activities normally associated with an manufacturing resource
planning (MRP)/enterprise resource planning (ERP).  
The systems thinking in the management of manufacturing and supply requires the
development of a set of coherent strategic objectives and goals. The message bears
repetition: a hierarchy of compatible system structures should support this hierarchy of
objectives. Failure to deploy such an approach will tend to produce solutions/systems that
may be technically good but not necessarily good for the business as a whole, due to a
lack of context and coherence. In close relations to the MSA function, therefore, a core
area involving costing, quality assurance and performance measurement is specified. Its
role is to provide a coherent means of establishing goals and objectives, and evaluating
the output from various functions in a way that is consistent with the overall strategic
aims.  
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Figure 1.4 Overall functional structure of a unified MSM framework  

The overlap between these main areas identifies three additional MSM functions:
MSA/MSD interfacing, MS system implementation and MS system status monitoring.
One particular feature of this framework is the inclusion of this system status monitoring
domain. Its function is to regularly monitor the system’s performance against the original 
strategic goals. Modification of the system structure, operational procedures, and even the
original strategic contents can subsequently be necessary. Accordingly, the purpose of
this system status monitor is to assess the system’s current performance, identify its status 
along the life cycle, and to trigger appropriate MSA/MSD projects when necessary.  

 

Figure 1.5 MSM as the driving-wheel of a manufacturing/supply organization  
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Therefore, from a theoretical point of view, the proposed framework reflects the fact that
a systems approach should be adapted to the design, implementation, and management of
manufacturing and supply systems. From a practical point of view, on the other hand,
such a framework aims to provide a means of coordinating and supporting the relevant
MSD tasks, monitoring and operating the resultant MS system in a strategically driven
way. As a result, the shape, size and dynamic characteristics of the system are fit for the
purpose, capable of coping with the demands put upon it, and able to achieve its strategic
goal along the rather bumpy route of its life cycle, as shown in Figure 1.5.  

1.3.3 Overview of MS System Structure  

Just like the engineering design of a product, the complete specification of an MS
operation will have to include a number of documents and drawings, each of which
provides information about the structure or function of a specific part of the system.
Therefore, in addition to specifying the structure and sequence of the analysis processes
themselves, the framework also provides a means of describing the resultant system. That
is, it provides a design process reference architecture, as well as a modeling reference
architecture, which covers the MS systems structures, and sub-structures. At each stage, a 
number of MS sub-systems can be addressed. Three principal MS functional areas can be
addressed through MSM activities within this framework:  

• The physical (or manufacturing/supply process) architecture represents the ‘hard’ 
elements of the manufacturing and supply systems, including the machines, 
transportation and storage equipment and the other facilities required to support the 
manufacturing and supply process. This also describes the flow of materials through 
the system.  

• The human and organizational architecture represents the organizational structure and 
the interactions of the employees within the manufacturing and supply system, 
including their roles, responsibilities, and tasks.  

• The information and control architecture represents the planning and control functions 
of the manufacturing and supply system and the processes involved in decision 
making. This also describes the flow of data and information in all its formats, whether 
paper or computer based, throughout the system.  

Consequently, the complete functional areas and their logical sequence are as shown in
Figure 1.6. This figure illustrates the continuous processes through the complete MSM 
cycle that need to be considered within the three layers of a manufacturing and supply
system. The overlapping domains of these three architectures provide three further design
concepts: the system structure, system decisions, and system functions, which are
outlined in Figure 1.7. Hence, the functionality of an MS system is provided through the 
combination of physical MS facilities to carry out the transformation processes; the
organization of the physical facilities and personnel to provide the system structure; and
the information structure to define how and what the system should produce. By using
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these architectures and concepts, a direction for system design and modeling can be
formulated. Progressing from the center, the requirements with respect to the system 
concepts can be specified in a holistic manner and the individual architecture and sub-
systems’ requirements can be defined.  

 

Figure 1.6 Overall functional structure and flow of a unified MSM framework  

 

Figure 1.7 A conceptual MS systems architecture  

The above is further refined by following the generic MSD methodology previously
developed by the author (Wu 1994), consisting of four stages: project initiation,
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requirements specification, conceptual modeling and detailed design. The project
initiation stage provides the terms of reference for the particular MSD project. The
requirements definition stage provides a specification for the MS system. The conceptual
modeling stage generates a number of alternative configurations for feasibility
assessment. Finally, the detailed design stage provides the opportunity to render an in-
depth specification of the chosen conceptual configuration, as shown in Figure 1.8.  

1.4 THE MAIN MSM FUNCTIONAL AREAS  

These are the areas where a substantial amount of research has already been carried out.
Consequently, structured approaches, tools, and techniques are available to help with the
tasks involved.  

 

Figure 1.8 Overall MSA/MSD tasks and reference structure  

1.4.1 MS Strategic Analysis  

The purpose of the first functional area is to help develop and capture a company’s future 
MS strategy (Figure 1.9). Long-term success requires a company to continually seek new
ways of increasing its overall efficiency, and of differentiating itself from competitors so
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as to enhance its particular competitiveness. To create such a strategic approach, a
company must develop a plan for identifying and building the capabilities that will enable
it to do certain things better than its competitors can.  
As far as research in MS strategy is concerned, a general model is usually followed which
broadly divides MS strategy into two related domains of MS strategic process and
strategic content. Process refers to the procedure of formulating and implementing 
strategy and content refers to the choices, plans, and actions that make up a strategic
direction. Several approaches to the formulation of MS strategy have been published in 
the literature. An analysis of these has indicated that, with respect to strategic content
variables, there is a significant degree of agreement amongst the current approaches. This
has enabled a generic MS policy model to be developed, as shown in Figure 1.9. This 
model consists of eleven policy areas. Each policy area has been defined with respect to
its decisions, sub-decisions, options, parameters, and influences.  

 

Figure 1.9 Processes and contents of the MS A area within MSM  

The underlying logic of a typical approach to MS strategy formulation follows that of
the generic problem-solving model. That is, it may be best illustrated by the situation 
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where one wishes to travel geographically from location A to B, and plans the journey by 
asking questions such as: what is our destination? where are we now? what are the
possible routes and means of transport? which route is best?  

Similarly, to accomplish the best system changes in MS, both the starting point and the
desired state should be known. It is then necessary to understand how the current system
can best achieve the current or future requirements. This can be accomplished by
identifying the reasons for the problems and the most effective means of filling the gaps.
It essentially consists of three important task frames: existing system analysis, MS 
strategy and MS criteria definition. Each of the frames represents an independent and 
complimentary set of tasks. Although these particular tasks do not contribute towards the
specification of an MS architecture or sub-architecture, they can be viewed in a global
systems-wide perspective. The combination of these task frames provides the terms of 
reference for an MSD project. Additional concerns, such as the organizational and
business strategies, can also provide an indication of the future MS system:  

• Existing system analysis. The existing system analysis provides an initial preMSD 
diagnostic of the MS system and its operating environment. In cases where an MS 
strategy formulation exercise has been undertaken, or where significant operational 
problems have been highlighted and investigated, such an analysis will already have 
been completed. If this is the case, the pertinent information derived from the exercise 
should be recorded. The analysis is not rigorously detailed at this stage of the project, 
but it does provide an indication of the performance of the MS system. It also serves to 
highlight any problems and problem areas. The principal tasks in this frame include: 
(1) Product grouping. This serves as a means of aggregating the many separate items 
likely to be produced within the MS function into sensible product families that share 
common attributes or properties. A number of analytical methods are available to 
assist in the process, such as the use of the product process life-cycle matrix and the 
criteria matrices based on the competing characteristics of product families. Once the 
basic product families have been identified, it is useful to be able to rank these in a 
relative sense with respect to their importance to the business; (2) SWOT analysis. The 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for each Product group should be 
identified and recorded; (3) Performance analysis. The performance analysis with 
respect to the customer requirements should be carried out in a disaggregated manner, 
typically based upon the Product groups derived in the earlier design task; (4) Problem 
identification. A separate design task, problem identification is used to highlight 
problems prevalent amongst the Product groups and to attempt to locate the root 
causes of these problems.  

• MS strategy. The strategy analysis aims to capture the relevant information contained 
within the enterprise’s MS strategy. The key inputs to this task frame are therefore the 
MS strategy document, the operating plan document, and the action plan document (if 
they exist). The information contained in these documents can be collected in a 
structured manner together with ancillary information that may have been generated 
during the formulation of these documents. It is expected that the results are generated 
either within the existing system analysis stage or within one of the MS strategy 
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    formulation approaches. Based on the results from the survey on the current 
approaches, Figure 1.9 illustrates the generic MS strategies frame that provides a basis 
for strategy capture and the subsequent selection of MSD activities. Additional 
information is provided to assist the users in identifying problems within their system 
and acts as a checklist for each individual competitive criteria and MS policy area. 
These present typical problems prevalent within the policy areas and indicate likely 
effects on the competitive criteria of the MS function.  

• MS criteria. The MS criteria essentially provide an indication of the customer 
requirements with respect to the MS system in strategic terms. They are mainly derived 
from the business and MS strategies. The criteria are grouped into: (1) System purpose. 
This defines the rationale and aims of the MS system, with respect to its role in the 
organization, including the direction in which it is heading and its functionality. Hence, 
this criterion includes concepts such as the product range, customer demand, volume 
manufactured, and the core processes of the MS system; (2) System performance. This 
is concerned with the quantitative measures of the system with respect to its 
competitive performance. Competitive criteria include product lead-times, customer 
lead-times, delivery dependability, quality levels and scrap rates, etc.; (3) System 
characteristics. These are the non-quantifiable criteria of the system and cover a 
qualitative assessment of the systems operations (such as the degrees of simplification, 
automation, and integration, and the degree of system flexibility); (4) System costs. 
These relate to the financial aspects of the MS system. They include targets for fixed-
assets investment costs, materials, and inventory costs, and operational costs.  

• Consolidation. This brings together all the design and strategy information captured, 
created and generated previously. The information will be presented to the 
designers/managers. They then verify the consistency and check: (1) Readiness for 
change. This is an indication of the organization’s readiness for change, in terms of 
implementing a new MS strategy, reorganizing its MS operations and executing an 
MSD project. A series of questionnaires and worksheets are presented to assist in the 
assessment of the organization’s preparedness; (2) Terms of reference. This provides 
MSD-specific aims and constraints which summarize the project scope, project 
constraints, system constraints and project objectives. The project scope is classified 
into six categories: project initiators, product-system type, project focus, project type, 
desired solution and project level. The project constraints and the system constraints 
are each classified into four categories: time constraints, resource constraints, human 
resource constraints, and financial constraints. Finally, the project objectives are 
classified into four categories: financial, quality, organizational, and operational.  

1.4.2 MSA/MSD Interfacing  

Figure 1.3 has clearly indicated that, in reality, every MSD project is distinctive and has
different scope, concern, and strategic objectives. Therefore, it is important that a
company should be able to identify the relevant options and related MSD tasks so that
their MSD actions address the key issues to achieve the required improvement. A generic
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MSA/MSD interface has been developed within the MSM framework to enable
manufacturing companies to make more informed decisions in this regard (Figure 1.10). 
Using MS strategic initiatives as the principal input, this interface aims to assist in the
association between MS strategy concerns and necessary system design actions. The first
stage is concerned with MS requirement specification—the definition of the system with 
respect to its function, structure, and decisions (see Table 1.1):  

• System function. This aims to provide a more detailed definition of the purpose of the 
MS system, as previously outlined in the system purpose category of the MS criteria. 
The task frame builds on the information supplied by the previous stage, both explicit 
in terms of the products to be manufactured and supplied, and implicit with respect to 
data applied within the MS strategy formulation and analysis. Hence, it aims to define 
the required function of the system with respect to current and future products, and the 
associated processes, both in-house and subcontracted.  

 

Figure 1.10 MS Requirement specification  

• System structure. The systems structure task frame specifies the overall structure of the 
MS system. It covers the definition of the functional grouping of the system and 
includes system decisions such as capacity planning. Hence, it aims to define the 
required structure of the MS system with respect to the process organization and 
grouping of MS functions and the degree of modularization and integration within the 
system.  

• System decision. The decision task frame identifies the necessary requirements for the 
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    information and control systems of the MS system. It also specifies how these 
interrelate with the physical and organizational sub-systems. Therefore, it aims to 
define the required decision making structure of the MS system with respect to the 
decision and control processes, and the degree of integration within the system.  

• Consolidation—system requirements. The final section of the requirements phase of the 
MSD process is the consolidation stage. This brings together all the design 
requirements and strategy information captured, created and generated within the three 
task frames. The results of this stage should include a definition of the system 
boundaries and those being addressed within the MSD project; a definition of the 
systems architectures being addressed; a model of the requirements for the system; and 
a project objectives definition. The information is presented to the designers for 
evaluation and verification of consistency and completeness. Finally, an MS systems 
requirements report is generated. This ensures the continual communication of results 
within the organization and provides a high-level approval and checking mechanism 
with respect to the consistency of the initial system specification with the overall 
business and MS strategy policies and goals.  

Following the above, the MSA/MSD linking process is supported by a series of generic

Table 1.1 Requirements specification  

  MSD Task  Description  

System 
Functions  

Product Analysis  Specification of requirements of new and existing 
products  

Part Analysis  Specification of requirements of new and existing parts  

Process Analysis  Specification of processes and process technologies  

Make vs. Buy  Analysis of processes for in-house or subcontract  

System 
Structure  

Functional Grouping Specification of functional groups (process or product)  

Capacity-Demand  Specification of capacity required for each group  

Structural Layout  Specification of MS organization and structure  

Integration-
Modularization  

Specification of degree of modularization and integration 
and identification of individual modules  

System 
Decision  

Information 
Functions  

Specification of information functions  

Decision Variables  Specification of level of decision making, level of 
control, decision-making hierarchy  
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action plans. Each of these plans is associated with a set of MSD tasks derived from the
MSD functional area. In fact, the MSD functional area has been specified in such a way
so that, to a certain degree, it corresponds to the generic MS policy areas. Figure 1.11
illustrates the MS policy areas and associates them with the MS sub-systems that are 
typically addressed in an MSD project. These relationships between the policy areas and
MSD task frames are relatively simplistic, particularly when the multiple-
interdependencies of MS strategy and MS systems are considered, but they do provide a 
logical indication of the dominant sub-systems and task frames that initially need to be
addressed in the design process. In reality, however, due to the interdependences amongst
policy areas themselves, and between policy areas and design tasks, a top-down approach 
for linking strategy to the design process can only be established in several stages.  

The initial strategic objectives generally provide a qualitative and/or quantitative
indication of future directions for the organization, based on the differences between
what the market requires from the company and the actual performance of the company’s 
MS system. In addition, the MS criteria defined through the MSA process relates MS
strategy to MS system by defining the system purpose, system performance, system
characteristics, and system cost structure. Following these, a number of MSA/MSD link-
tables are provided, indicating cause-effects relationships. They form an MSA/MSD 
linking chain through the following steps:  

 

Figure 1.11 Conceptual relationships between MSA policy areas and MS sub-
systems  

• Strategic decisions—MSD tasks. This provides an indication of the possible 
relationships between each of the sub-decisions, categorized under the strategic 
decisions of each of the eleven MS policy areas and the approximately seventy-five 
MSD tasks of the MSD task framework. There are currently over two hundred 
separate sub-decisions grouped under fifty-five decisions within the eleven policy 
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    areas. When the table is analyzed, it can be seen that the mapping functions linking 
policy areas to sub-systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.12, though simplistic in nature, 
correspond sufficiently with the more detailed level of abstraction. As well as 
supplying information for the selection of the relevant MSD tasks, this table also 
provides links from the design tasks back to the strategic policy areas, decisions, and 
sub-decisions. Hence, when a design task is being performed—whether at the task 
refinement or execution stage—the user can refer back to the associated strategy 
decisions for guidance and check its consistency on a global level.  

• Generic action plans—MSD tasks. This provides an indication of the possible 
relationships between each of the generic action plans and the MSD tasks of the MSD 
task framework. Altogether, eighty-eight generic action plans represent an aggregation 
of those identified in the literature and those observed in industrial practice from case 
studies. They provide a broad cross-section of the types of MSD projects and action 
plans likely to be required, from complete MSD projects to continuous improvement 
programs.  

 

Figure 1.12 Sample strategic decision/MSD task relationships (partial listing)  
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• Project terms of reference—MSD tasks. This provides an indication of the general 
relationships between each of the project terms of reference and the MSD tasks of the 
MSD task framework. Just as the strategy-design task table is applied, the terms of 
reference-MSD task table can be used to refer back to the relevant project terms of 
reference during design task execution.  

The linking tables used for the MSA/MSD interfacing can be edited by the users to match
the specific strategic requirements of their enterprise. New entries can be added,
relationships can be changed, and their respective weightings altered. Again, a workbook
approach has been followed, outlining steps to guide the user through the process and
presenting the user with logical options.  

 

Figure 1.13 Contents of the MSD area within MSM  

1.4.3 Task-Centered MS System Design  

An MSD methodology usually follows a structured cycle that involves a number of
typical stages such as “formulation of objectives” followed by “conceptual design” and 
“detailed design”. More detailed MSD tasks can be specified at each of these stages. A 
literature survey has been carried out on these methodologies and other relevant
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approaches to the design of MS systems. In addition to these methodologies, specific
techniques for system design have also been reported, although these aim to deal with
particular MS sub-systems, and, often, particular aspects of sub-systems. From this 
analysis, it is possible to identify a set of generic MSD tasks that are carried out along a
process of analysis and evaluation, as shown in Figure 1.13.  
The MSM structure provides an effective basis for the clarification of its functional
domain. The functional area is divided into individual cells, each of which represents a 
particular module. The modules’ specific contents (functionality, relevant techniques, 
parameters, values, relationships, etc.) may be specified in detail, if required, as
illustrated in Figure 1.14. Within such a task frame, which can be considered to represent 
a self-contained package of work, a design task collection exists that addresses a specific
sub-system at a particular stage in the design cycle. Hence, it is within these generic 
frames that sub-problems are solved and a design concept developed. It is through 
selecting appropriate task frames and design tasks, and through customizing their 
contents, that a specific MSD project can be defined. Thus, not only can the design of a
modular system be created with respect to production units, manufacturing cells and
workstations, but the actual design process itself can also be modularized according to the
sub-systems addressed and design tasks chosen and executed.  

Figure 1.14 MSD task example—capacity analysis  
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Conceptual design  

Within the conceptual design stage, a number of alternative MSD options can be
generated and assessed based upon the requirements, terms of reference, and strategy
developed previously. The conceptual design stage is based around the three sub-
architectures. Its aim is to identify a number of approaches that may fulfill the system’s 
requirements. As such, it needs to take into account the existing system’s structure and 
functionality, as well as any constraints imposed by the existing system. It consists of the
MSD tasks shown in Table 1.2:  

Table 1.2 Manufacturing MSD task documents  

  MSD Task  Description  

Manufacturing and Supply 
Processes 

Process Planning  Verification and specification of process 
plans for part  

Part Grouping  Specification of part groups according to a 
variety of  

Make vs. Buy  Make versus buy analysis (parts)  

Cell Formation  Specification of cells according to a variety 
of criteria  

Conceptual Layout  Conceptual modeling of factory layout  

Conceptual Capacity Specification of required capacity of 
individual cells  

Space Determination Specification of space required in individual 
cells  

Material Handling  Specification of material handling 
requirements  

Factory Storage  Specification of factory storage requirements  

Support Services  Specification of support services required  

Factory Facilities  Specification of factory facilities required  

Supply Chain 
Structure  

Identification of suppliers and customers  

Supply Chain 
Modeling  

Visualization of logistics network  
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• MS processes. The purpose of this task frame is to specify the physical entities of the 
manufacturing and supply system at a conceptual level of detail. Hence, it is concerned 
with the physical processes, services, facilities and support required, as well as the 
overall capacity and conceptual layout of the system.  

• Human and organization. The purpose of this task frame is to specify the 
organizational entities of the MS system at a conceptual level of detail. Therefore, it is 
concerned with the structure, culture, and state of the organization supporting the 
physical and information systems, and the general operating policies of the 
organization. Quality issues are also addressed within this task frame.  

• Information and control. The purpose of this task frame is to specify the informational 
entities of the MS system at a conceptual level of detail. Hence, it is concerned with 
the specification and modeling of the MS management system, the degree of 
autonomy and independence for decision making and the flow of data within the 

Facility Location 
Planning  

Location of manufacturing and distributing 
facilities  

Human and Organization  

Organization 
Structure  

Specification of type of structure of the MS 
organization  

Organization Culture Specification of culture required for the MS 
organization  

Organization State  Specification of operating conditions for the 
MS  

Labor Policy  Specification of labor policies to be adopted  

Quality Policy  Specification of quality policies to be 
adopted  

Information and Control 

Integration  Specification of degree and extent of 
integration of identified entities  

Autonomy  Specification of degree and extent of 
autonomy of entities  

Automation  Specification of degree and extent of 
automation of identified entities  

Planning and 
Control  

Specification of planning and control 
functions  

System 
Architectures  

Specification and modeling of information 
and decisional architecture  

Data Flows  Identification and modeling of major 
information flows  
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    systems.  
• Consolidation—system feasibility study. The final section of the conceptual design 

phase in the MSD process is the consolidation stage. The purpose of this is similar to 
the previous consolidation stage: to bring together all the design requirements and 
ideas captured, created, and generated within the three task frames. The result should 
be a conceptual design model that is static in nature. The MS system should be defined 
in a structural and functional sense, and the requirements for each MS unit should be 
specified. Finally, an MS systems feasibility study report is generated for the approval 
of the MSD steering committee. This report should ensure the consistency of the 
conceptual system design specification with the overall business and MS strategy 
policies and the system requirements. Based on the concepts developed in the 
conceptual design stage, the feasibility study report should identify the structural, 
functional, financial and managerial feasibility of the conceptual system design and the 
MS sub-architectures.  

Table 1.3 Processing MSD tasks  

MSD Task  Description  

Processes  

Detailed Layouts  Specification and design of layouts of individual factory 
domains  

Detailed Cell 
Layouts  

Specification and design of layouts of individual 
manufacturing cells  

Workstation 
Layouts  

Specification and design of layouts of individual 
workstations  

Equipment 
Selection  

Specification and selection of individual items of 
equipment  

Facilities  

Human Services  Specification and design of services required for employees  

Material Services  Specification and design of services required for physical 
materials  

Machine Services  Specification of services required for machines and 
equipment  

Buildings  Specification and design of the building  

Health and Safety  Specification of environmental health and safety issues  

Maintenance  Specification of maintenance policies and functions  

Tooling  Specification of tooling policies, functions and location  

Supplies  Specification of supplies policies, functions and location  
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Supports  

Administration  Specification of cell level administration policies, functions, 
roles  

Setup Management  Specification of setup management policies, functions, and 
roles  

Process Inspection  Specification of inspection policies, functions, and roles  

Plan  

Production Planning Specification and detailed design of production planning 
functions  

Scheduling  Specification and detailed design of scheduling functions  

Software 
Definitions  

Design/selection of software for production planning and 
scheduling  

  Equipment 
Selection  

Specification of soft/hardware for production planning  

Batch Sizes  Specification of optimum batch sizes and range of batch 
sizes  

Volume Mixes  Specification of optimum volume mixes and range of 
volume mixes  

Shift Patterns  Specification and design of shift patterns  

Control  

Control Systems  Specification and detailed design of MS control systems  

Data Collection  Specification and design of data collection methods and 
techniques  

Materials  
Management  

Selection/design of materials management techniques  

Software Definition  Specification and design/selection of software for control 
systems  

Equipment 
Selection  

Specification and selection of types of control systems 
equipment  

Human  

Job Requirements  Specification and analysis of job requirements  

Job Design  Specification and design of jobs, roles and responsibilities  

Training  Analysis of training requirements and specification of 
training program  

Quality  Specification and design of quality systems, roles and 
responsibilities  

Structure  Specification of organizational structure  

Working Conditions Specification and design of working environment  
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Detailed design  

Within the detailed design stage, a number of alternative MSD options are generated and
assessed based upon the conceptual design developed previously. The detailed design
stage represents a more in-depth investigation of the three sub-architectures. It is based 
upon the development of a series of sub-systems that directly contribute towards the 
operations of the MS system. It aims to identify a number of approaches that may fulfill
the system’s requirements. As such, it needs to take into account the existing system’s 
structure and functionality, as well as any constraints imposed by the existing system. It
comprises the main MSD tasks as given in Table 1.3:  

• Processes. The purpose of this task frame is to specify the physical aspects of the MS 
processes in detail. Hence, it is concerned with the physical processes and the selection 
and positioning of equipment.  

• Facilities. This specifies the individual service requirements that the factory needs to 
provide.  

• Support. This specifies the location and operating policies for activities that support the 
MS operations within the individual cells.  

• Planning. This specifies the planning and scheduling functions and operating policies 
of the MS system.  

• Control. This specifies the control functions and operating policies of the MS system.  
• Human. This specifies the design requirements specific to human issues.  
• Organization. The purpose of this task frame is to specify the design requirements 

specific to organizational issues.  
• Warehouse and transport. This specifies the transportation and materials handling 

equipment required, as well as the storage equipment and locations.  

Organization 

Safety  Specification and verification of safety issues  

Motivation  Specification and design of workforce motivation methods  

Reward Systems  Specification and design of reward systems  

Warehouse  

Buffer Sizes  Specification of buffer sizes  

Storage Locations  Specification of location of WIP buffers and storage areas  

Storage Systems  Specification and selection of types of storage systems  

Handling Paths  Specification of handling paths  

Handling Units  Specification and selection of types of handling units  

Warehousing  Specification of warehouse design and management  

Transportation  Specification of inbound, intermediate and outbound 
transport  
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1.4.4 MS System Implementation  

This specifies the functionality and procedures of the MSM phase of implementation,
dealing with two closely related areas: system implementation and system change
management. In general, a coherent set of detailed plans and instructions should be
prepared to effectively manage the necessary future changes. An implementation plan
should, for instance, include items such as an outline of the requirement of change, a
description of method of change, a specification of the tasks and resources required, and a
time plan for the implementation project. The aim is to help achieve the project goal
smoothly, in the shortest possible time, and at the minimum cost. Once started, the
progress of implementation tasks will need to be continuously monitored. If necessary,
feedback actions should be taken to adjust the actions being taken. Eight main
components can be identified as essential for accelerating change and maximizing its
chance of success (Figure 1.15).  

 

Figure 1.15 Steps of change management within the MSM context  

These components of change management provide the basis for the structure of the MS
implementation phase of the MSM framework. The aim is to link the new system design,
developed during the MSD phase, into transition plans and implementation programs
which will lay a foundation for a successful implementation of the new system. Again,
the three main aspects that are incorporated in the implementation phase are processes,
information technology (IT), and organization and human resources. This phase will take 
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the outputs of the MSD phase as inputs. It begins with the stage of preparation for 
change to provide a basis for the development of transition plans, which include 
scheduling, budgeting, and resource requirements. These plans are the basis to bring the
new manufacturing/logistic system design into reality.  
A three-stage procedure has been developed for MS implementation (Figure 1.16):  

• Stage 1—Preparation for change. This aims to make sure that the organization is ready 
for the changes required by the MSD initiatives, so that the MSD team and the system 
user have a common understanding of all the definitions used in the design. Everyone 
concerned should be motivated by the strategic vision.  

• Stage 2—Transition plan development. The second step in the implementation phase is 
to develop one or more transition plans. A transition plan includes project time plans, 
resource allocation plans, budgets, performance measures and contingency plans. The 
alternative transition plans are compared and evaluated, and the most favorable for a 
successful implementation of the new system is selected. Initially, project scheduling 
is done to allow planning of the activities. This is followed by resource management 
and project budgeting. After an iterative process of transition plan refinement, process 
performance measures are then selected. Finally, the complete set of the previously 
specified independent projects is integrated into a master transition plan.  

 

Figure 1.16 Stages in MS implementation  
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• Stage 3—Implementation. This step consists of planning and performing the actual 
implementation of the new system. This includes monitoring and controlling the 
progress of the implementation, and evaluating the success of the project.  

1.4.5 MS Operation And System Status Monitoring  

MS system operations are an established functional area of manufacturing with well-
developed theories and tools. The current development of Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP), which inherits its nature from its forerunner, Manufacturing Resource Planning 
(MRP II), is a typical example of the kind of IT systems used to provide an integrated 
information system for the planning and control functions required. With the move 
toward IT integration through client/server and Internet, ERP is being pushed from a 
conceptual to a practical arena. A number of unsuccessful cases reported in the literature, 
however, show that purely technical-oriented ERP implementation is one of the main 
reasons for failure. There seems to be a lack of a structured, strategically driven approach 
to assist companies mapping function-oriented software onto a business-oriented system. 
It is evident that different industrial companies have different focuses on their business 
and manufacturing function. Current ERP systems also have different merits and 
weaknesses when related to different industrial requirements. The proposed MSM 
framework provides a sound basis for a strategically driven analysis of MS information 
system requirements, giving a strategic direction for information system evaluation, 
implementation, and administration.  

In particular, the system performance monitor is needed to complete the MSA-MSD-
MSO-MSA cycle. This area is particularly important for the framework’s real-life 
adaptation and operation. This is because it is responsible for the continuous monitoring 
and reporting of the current system performance against the pre-established strategic 
goals. In accordance with the pre-conditions for efficient systems operation, MSM 
performance measurement is generally needed to:  

• provide the MSM system with a method to assess its current competitive position with 
respect to its current strategic direction, its competitors, and the demands of the 
market, and  

• monitor the system’s progress towards its strategic objectives and identify avenues for 
continuous improvement.  

In addition, external influences should also provide a stimulus to the initiation of the 
MSA-MSD-MSO cycle. Being an open system, the company cannot otherwise be certain 
that objectives established for future improvement will be adequate to lead to superior 
competitive performance. This can only be achieved by evaluating and quantifying the 
current state of the company, by highlighting where improvements have been made, and 
by defining areas which need improvement. By using performance measures that are 
supportive to a company’s strategy, the feedback from the process provides the company 
with the information needed for ongoing improvement. It allows for monitoring of the 
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critical success areas and points out which corrective actions to take should a drift occur.
Therefore, this MSM performance monitoring module aims to monitor and initiate the
right action whenever and wherever necessary in the MS processes.  
Various approaches have been suggested for performance measurement dealing with
performance issues at each of the three MS layers. However, within the context of MSM,
an extended scheme of evaluation is required so that the key requirements can be
addressed (Figure 1.17). The performance-monitoring module is closely related to the 
MSA process, with a certain degree of overlapping between the two. In order to ensure
that an MS system achieves a strategically competitive position, and that different parts
of the organization are pulling their weight in a combined effort to maintain this position,
some form of coherent performance monitoring is essential. This monitoring must be
applied to individual units, as well as to the whole organization. The ultimate aim of
performance measurement is to motivate behavior leading to continuous system
improvement. When integrated within the MSM framework, the monitoring module has
the following features:  

 

Figure 1.17 Overall structure of system status monitoring  

• Within the MSM framework, it provides a mechanism of closed-loop for both the 
monitoring and the continuous improvement of the system.  

• It is completely integrated with the MSA domain. Strategic concerns are disaggregated 
into operational level measurements in a top-down manner. Then, the actual 
operational level measurements are aggregated back, following a bottom-up approach, 
to reflect the system’s performance against its current strategic goal.  

• It is dynamic in nature and, together with the system audit approach adopted by the 
MSA module, allows the systematic revision of critical areas, performance measures, 
historical data, decisions, and outcomes.  
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• Both the present performance requirement (based on an internal gap analysis) and 
predicted future requirement (based on an external gap analysis) can be taken into 
consideration.  

• Both global optimization (through an overall MSA/MSD process) and local 
optimization (through continuous-improvement MSD action plans) can be supported.  

1.4.6 Task-Centered MSM Workbook  

According to the structure and processes of the MSM framework presented in the
previous sections, a complete workbook has been developed. This workbook, which is
presented in the subsequent chapters, provides step-by-step guidance through the MSA-
MSD-MSO cycle.  

 

Figure 1.18 The structure of an MSM task document  

The workbook is structured in a task-centered way. Task-centered is the concept of
providing all the information relating to a particular task at the point where the task is to
be executed, allowing the user to navigate through the processes as required, and to
access the relevant information in a focused way. Necessary elements, such as task
description, instructions, processes, drawings, tools, and data are all assembled and
integrated into a single working page, and presented as a single entity known as a task 
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document (Figure 1.18). For each task document, four additional types of work sheets can 
be provided to aid in the execution of the tasks:  

• Questions and data collection sheets, to assist the development and the capture of the 
individual MSM decisions.  

• Cause-effect linking tables to assist the association of MS strategy concerns to the 
necessary system design actions, as described previously.  

• Tool sheets to specify relevant tools to be used (e.g., graphical, analytical, computer-
based), and the related inputs and outputs.  

• Checklists to help identify the relevant issues to be considered during the 
analysis/design processes. An example of this within the MSA/MSD interface module 
is a ‘quick hit’ table. This provides an indication of some of the typical problems 
prevalent in each of the MS policy areas and their effects on the competitiveness of the 
MS systems with respect to six key competitive criteria, and vice versa. Other 
examples include checklists for change management issues and, where appropriate, for 
some of the key MSD tasks.  

1.5 CASES OF INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION  

The following cases illustrate how the MSM framework can be applied in industrial
settings. The MSD projects involved include both greenfield and continuous-
improvement types.  

1.5.1 Case A: From Strategic Initiatives to System design Action Plans  

The first case study involved a major UK high-tech manufacturing organization. From a
strategy analysis performed on a potentially profitable element of the business, a series of
action plans and associated MSD projects were identified as a means of contributing
towards the improvement of the manufacturing function. These were divided into three
categories: organizational issues, such as changes required in company culture; quality
issues, such as the need for proper documentation to increase traceability and control; and
other MSD issues, such as those related to relocation of product based manufacturing
cells within the factory.  

In particular, this case study highlighted some further issues with respect to the
implementation and application of the MSA/MSD interface. The procedures contained
within the interface model were found to be useful within the company’s strategy-
planning group. Having prioritized the decision areas to be addressed, the interface model
provided an additional verification of the consistency and completeness of the strategy by
suggesting associated decisions that would otherwise have been overlooked.  

The capturing of the strategy and the ability to retrieve the decisions and the rationale
behind those decisions was one of the important benefits identified by the company’s  
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strategy group. It was felt that, compared with the existing approaches that leave the
companies almost entirely on their own at this stage to identify feasible options, the
MSA/MSD interface equipped the users with a structured guide to enable them to make
more informed decisions. The results were seen as being an improvement on the
company derived project structure that was considered to be of too high a level of
abstraction for effective application and implementation.  

1.5.2 Case B: Design of a Greenfield MS System in the Automotive Industry  

The merging of automotive manufacturers highlights another application area where a
framework such as the MSM is needed. Maximizing the benefits of such mergers requires
the effective convergence of the organizations’ processes, which is a complex 
undertaking that requires a structured approach. An approach known as business process
development (BPD) was used in the design of a major European car manufacturer’s new 
engine factory, illustrating how the MSM framework can be applied to deal with a range
of issues related to the analysis, design and implementation of a new manufacturing
system. It also shows how being an integral part of the MSM framework enables the
system to be continually reengineered in accordance with environmental changes.  

Strategic background  

The increased competitive pressure within a globalized automotive industry has led to
mergers and acquisitions by many manufacturers. The benefits expected from these are:  

• Shared research and development costs/competence.  
• Economies of scale in material costs.  
• Bargaining power against major suppliers.  
• Increased manufacturing flexibility.  
• Reduced dependability on local economic cycles.  
• Expansion of brand/market sector coverage.  

In the case of the example company’s new European engine factory, a number of 
strategic drivers existed. These derived from the group’s acquisition of another 
organization in the mid-1990s. To achieve the business objectives of this acquisition, the 
product strategies of both organizations had to be aligned. For instance, it was decided to
pursue a common engine strategy, where families of “new generation” engines would be 
designed for the complete range of vehicles.  

To deploy this product strategy, the manufacturing strategy of a global production
network had to be implemented. A decision was made to build a greenfield engine 
factory that would manufacture a range of four cylinder petrol engines, producing an
annual volume of up to 500,000 engines with a workforce of about 1,500. Volume
production commences in early 2001. For this factory to fit into the group’s production 
network, many of its engineering, logistical and business processes had to interface to 
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processes within the network. Hence, they were required to share functional commonality
with those in other engine factories. Following this strategic guidance, it was decided to
design the new factory according to a business systems model based on a model plant.
The following issues were raised:  

• How does one analyze a complete system, including the actual processes, 
organizational structures, IT systems and the underlying qualities of the processes (i.e. 
the “soft” factors)?  

• How does one structure the redesign of the business system to ensure the completeness 
of the total system and the fit of MS processes within the system?  

• How does one ensure the timely implementation of the system, in line with the 
introduction of a new product and the build up of a new organization?  

The questions became even more important when considering the size and complexity of
the business system of a highly automated engine manufacturing facility.  

 

Figure 1.19 Product of the new engine plant  

Conceptual MS system architecture  

To cover all functional areas, the system needed a hierarchy of processes. These
processes ranged from the design, manufacture, assembly, and delivery of the product, to
support processes such as quality management, finance and controlling, personnel
management, facilities management, and so on. It became apparent that a structured
approach was needed to enable the project team to analyze and evaluate the existing
system model. The design and implementation of the new, improved processes would
need to proceed in a timely manner. In close relation to the overall MSM framework, the
BPD process adopted by the company had four major steps:  
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• Business process analysis—to analyze or learn the model processes.  
• Business process evaluation—to evaluate their strategic fit and their strengths and 

weaknesses.  
• Business process design—to design complete business processes and a complete 

business system.  
• Business process implementation—to implement the processes and train the relevant 

people in a timely manner.  

To support these steps, two models were used as the backbone of the BPD process: the
MS processes and the MS systems. In accordance with the conceptual MSD framework,
the MS system model enabled the structuring of the overall business system, as shown in
Figure 1.20. It provided guiding principles in terms of internal customer-supplier 
relationships and a visual design tool. Such a model enabled the top-down design of the 
business system as well as the capturing and structuring of bottom-up process design 
activities.  

 

Figure 1.20 MS system model  

At the detailed MSD levels, the process model defined all the elements of an MS process,
as illustrated in Figure 1.21. The model begins with the internal or external customer of
the process, who defined the critical success factors (CSFs) of the process, and the
performance measures derived from the CSFs. Therefore, this model closely followed the
generic conceptual structure of an MS system architecture as presented in Section 1.3.3. 
That is, it specified the process or set of activities to achieve the CSFs; the organization
structure to operate these activities; the people and their competencies within this
structure; the IT systems to support information flow, processing and storage within the
process; the facilities and equipment; and the infrastructure requirements of the process.  
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When analyzing an MS process, all its elements must be analyzed and understood as a 
whole (Figure 1.21). In addition, all of the elements had to be included and aligned to one 
other. The process would be unlikely to achieve the desired outcomes if these were not
satisfied. Therefore, the framework provided a mechanism to categorize the
interdependent components of an MS process. It was used to structure process analysis,
evaluation, design, and implementation. In this particular case, the hierarchy of processes
contained eleven high-level processes, which could be broken down into seventy
distinguishable MS processes. These processes could be broken down further into about
three hundred sub-processes. The BPD process started with the formation of a BPD team
for each high-level MS process of the plant. The team was led by a process owner and
contains members from both customer functions of the process, and inputting/executing
functions of the process. This team was responsible for the delivery and ongoing
management of an improved MS process throughout its life. The analysis of the model
business system and its MS processes had three essential considerations:  

 

Figure 1.21 MS process model  

• Structuring of the analysis or learning process to ensure total coverage while avoiding 
duplication.  

• Comprehension of the complex system of processes and the complexity of processes 
themselves,  

• Understanding of the key question: “what makes it work?”  

The first challenge was met by using a quality management system (QMS) of the model
plant as the analysis structure (Figure 1.22). The QMS is a description of all processes—
about three hundred hierarchically structured procedures. The business process model
was used to aid the comprehension of a process and to structure the actual analysis of a
process. The last challenge required “living” the process, meaning to work in the process
and its organization for a significant period of time.  
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Figure 1.22 Sample matrix of MS process analysis matrix  

 

Figure 1.23 Two levels of design—systems and processes  

The QMS of the model plant combined with the process model lead to the MS process
analysis matrix. This matrix aided the project management of the analysis process at the
actual process level and the overall systems level by visualizing what had taken place,
and by highlighting areas needing further analysis, as illustrated in Figure 1.23.  

Overall MSA/MSD task and reference structure  

As indicated in Figure 1.6, the MSM framework essentially supports a structured 
mechanism for both the execution and the communication of system designs. Therefore,
in addition to analyzing the processes of the model plant according to the generic MS
system architecture, the BPD teams must also evaluate these by carrying out three
activities:  

• Strategic fit evaluation—model plant process performance vs. strategic targets of the 
new plant.  
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• SWOT analysis—identification of strengths and weaknesses of the model process, as 
well as opportunities and threats of re-implementation in the new plant.  

• Specific requirements—the new environment may differ from the model plant requiring 
a process change.  

The above would produce the input for the development of the critical success factors, the
first action of the actual process design. Following the evaluation, design was carried out
at two levels (Figure 1.23): the MS system level and the MS process level. The MS
system level design ensured the completeness of the overall system, the fit of processes
and the strategic direction of the system. It also identified opportunities for
standardization and simplification. At this level, the management team reviewed the
process design work on at least a quarterly basis, using the business system model as a
structuring and graphical tool. At the MS process level, the BPD teams designed
individual processes or process groups following the MS process model. The starting
point was the definition of the critical success factors of the process. This was followed
by the actual specification of all the elements, as outlined before, to ensure completeness
of the design. The design process itself was of a simultaneous nature, ensuring the overall
fit of the MS process and the fit to its process/systems interfaces. One of the outputs of
the design work was the quality management system of the new plant. The procedures
and instructions were produced in parallel to the design work, thus aiding the design
process by making it more objective.  

Project management and system implementation  

The implementation of an MS process covers all of its components, as described in the
MS Implementation module. Performance measures must be implemented, the process has
to be communicated, and people trained. In addition, the organizational structure must be
established (including the relevant management control structures), IT systems have to be
implemented, and facilities have to be installed and commissioned. Hence, the timely
design and implementation of the system require project management, in addition to the
systems engineering elements. The situation in the case study was that approximately
seventy MS processes owned by about fifty process owners had to be designed. The
number of people involved in the design was estimated as between five and twenty people
per process, with many of these being involved in more than one process design.
Therefore, the number of people involved in the design of the processes reached up to two
hundred. To manage and control these tasks, an effective organization and management
control structure was required. The key role in this organization was the process owners,
who were responsible for making all the activities take place, and for achieving the
customer requirements of the processes.  
As shown in Figure 1.24, the backbone of implementation here was based upon effective 
communication and extensive training of all relevant people in the process. Professional
training developers were involved to facilitate the process design teams in the
development of training programs and their execution. Maturation of the implemented
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processes was also an important factor for success. The faster the processes became
embedded in the conscience of the organization, the faster the organization would reach
its performance targets.  

 

Figure 1.24 BPD project management process  

To achieve this maturation quickly, a number of things must happen. Firstly, the
process design work had to be a shared team effort by representatives of all functions,
which had a stake in the process. This increased the likelihood of functional acceptance
of the designed process as well as the fit to other processes owned by the involved
functions. The implementation was then mainly a matter of rolling it out to the wider user
population, and not a matter of lobbying customers of, and contributors to, the process. 
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Secondly, initial and ongoing training had to support the rolling-out of the processes. 
This included extensive coaching and facilitation by the process owner and key personnel
in the process, especially in the early phases of the implementation. It had to be
recognized that training alone will not create competence in the operation of a process. A
learning curve had to be mastered. The aim was to reduce the duration of the learning
through a logical combination of training and coaching.  

Since many of the processes designed were interdependent, the components of an MS
process could link to many other activities within the project. Hence, the timing of the
design of one process had to be aligned to other relevant project activities. This required
that the decisions made during the design phase be continually reviewed to ensure the
coherence of project activities.  

The major tool developed for this task was known as the BPD design checklist. The
execution of the BPD process for each MS process was controlled by a single checklist
that captured all project management information: process ownership, the design team,
the scope of the process, and all of the activities to be carried out. The activities of the
BPD process were grouped into four distinct phases, with reviews held at the end of each
phase. The review of the ‘approval and implementation’ represents the ‘go-live’ point of 
the MS process (Figure 1.24).  

 

Figure 1.25 Engine assembly line  
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Case observations  

The case of the design and implementation of a greenfield engine plant clearly
demonstrates that the design and management of a manufacturing system is a complex
domain. Without a logical framework and its associated tools, such as the MSM, a
coherent and strategically oriented system could not be designed and implemented in
time. In particular:  

• The logical structure of the MSM framework helps to set systems thinking into the 
context of manufacturing systems management, by helping an organization identify 
the key functional areas, outline the contents and relationships within them, and then 
logically integrate them into a closed-loop to provide the basis for the development of 
a set of consistent parameters and procedures.  

• Following the above, the design of processes within manufacturing requires a 
simultaneous engineering approach where experts from the various elements of a 
functional area work in parallel to define the optimal total solution for the MS process 
within the overall system.  

• Although the idea of the internal customer-supplier relationship within an organization 
has existed for a significant time, there were still functional “kingdoms” which did not 
like to be told by others (the internal customer) what to do. The structures put in place 
within the BPD process, however, forced these functions to involve their customers, 
creating the willingness to discuss the CSFs of the MS process with other functions.  

• Process ownership was another area where the approach of the BPD process brought 
significant learning. Historically, there was no real process ownership within the 
organization, in the sense of making the process happen. The important thing is that a 
process owner should not only be the person who wrote the procedure describing the 
process, but he or she must also be responsible for all the relevant activities as 
specified by the generic MSM framework, and make things happen. This turns process 
owners into quite powerful members of the organization. It also shifts some power 
from functional managers or senior management to process owners, which are usually 
junior management. In other words, the power shifts from an almost purely managerial 
level to a “doing” level in the organization. This leads to an empowerment of a level in 
the organization, which in the past was mainly the executor of senior management’s 
decision.  

• The design of an MS function has many dependencies to other activities, as an MS 
process will normally be linked by all of the three layers as shown in Figure 1.6. 
Hence, the timing of all these activities has to be aligned to avoid decision-making that 
would create limitations for other dependent decisions.  

1.5.3 Case C: Development of a Strategically-Driven MIS  

The implementation of a manufacturing information system (MIS) within a
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manufacturing organization often forms part of the strategic approach to satisfying
manufacturing requirements. This case addresses the link between manufacturing
strategic issues and the requirements of MIS structure and implementation. Following
MSM’s structure of evaluation, a set of MSD tasks was specified within the information
and control task frame, dealing with initial identification of objectives, available systems
analysis, “develop or buy” decisions, structure design, and implementation. The approach
has been applied successfully to the case of a typical modern precision engineering
company. The company heavily utilizes computer numerically controlled (CNC) facilities
and specializes in the making of aerospace and telecommunication components. It offers
services from prototypes only, through production batches. Through an analysis of the
company’s manufacturing strategic requirements, the proposed procedures revealed a
number of MIS-related issues and features that helped to ensure a competitive edge.  

 

Figure 1.26 Overall process  

Manufacturing strategy and MIS  

The development of enterprise resource planning (ERP) inherits its nature from its
forerunner, manufacturing resource planning (MRP). ERP is a typical example of the
kind of IT systems used to provide an integrated information system for the planning and
control functions required. However, it has been observed from a number of unsuccessful
cases reported in the literature, that the purely technical orientation of ERP is one of the
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main reasons for its failure. There seems to be a lack of a structured, strategically driven
approach to assist companies mapping function-oriented software onto a business-
oriented system. It is evident that different industrial companies have different focuses on
their business/manufacturing function. Current ERP systems have different merits and
weaknesses, when related to different industrial requirements. The proposed MSM
framework provides a sound basis for a strategically driven analysis of manufacturing
information system requirements, giving a strategic direction for information system
evaluation, implementation, and administration. At the information and control level, in
particular, the normal process of manufacturing strategy analysis is extended by adding a
set of generic procedures. These procedures help companies identify key MIS and system
requirements based on the initiatives derived from strategic analysis. This strategically
driven analysis approach aims to identify the key MIS requirements required in order to
satisfy any designated competitive performance criteria.  

 

Figure 1.27 Machined parts of the example company  

As summarized in Figure 1.26, each of the whole processes can be divided into three
sections: the definition of manufacturing strategy aims and initiatives (starting with the
MSA process carried out against the competitive performance criteria, with the polar
plots drawn for each of the customers/products, leading onto the definition of the
strategic aims through a SWOT analysis), the identification of key MIS requirements
(cross reference via tabulation drawn of competitive performance criteria versus key MIS
requirements), and the decision on the choice of MIS design, structure and
implementation (either through the purchase of an off-the-shelf system, a customized 
system or by in-house development).  

Each stage of the generic procedures will be identified and presented in simple terms,
allowing the user to gradually progress through the stages. For instance, one of these
requires tabulation of the key MIS requirements and the corresponding strategic aims. 
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This correlation can serve as a reminder of which of the initially defined strategic aims
has been instrumental in establishing the particular key MIS requirements. To help this
process, the user may employ a set of generic correlations between the competitive
performance criteria and key MIS requirements, with cross-checking, as illustrated in the 
flowchart of Figure 1.28.  

 

Figure 1.28 Identification of MIS requirements  

Market analysis and manufacturing strategic initiatives  

The subcontracting marketplace has a reputation for being tough and competitive.
Although the reasons for subcontracting have not changed, many organizations now
regard their subcontractors as an important extension to their own facilities, taking the
necessary steps to make them feel part of their team. This has resulted in organizations
reducing their supplier base by selecting the companies that they feel can offer the best
service. With this reduction of suppliers within companies’ supplier bases, comes even 
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more fierce competition. This competition comes not only within the same supplier
chains, but also globally, with subcontractors wishing to be included within the supplier
chain of an organization.  

In order to increase its competitiveness, a customer survey was carried out by the
company to determine its customers’ requirements, and to identify how orders are won 
against competitors. Table 1.4 summarizes the performance gap for each of the 
company’s key customers. The possible range was −100 to +100, with a positive number 
implying that manufacturing performance criteria has been exceeded, and a negative
number implying performance needs to be improved. In particular, it was revealed that
for both Delivery reliability and Delivery lead-times, almost all the results showed 
negative gap values. In this particular case, Delivery lead-times could be further divided 
into Delivery lead-times for production, and  

Delivery lead-times for the manufacture of prototypes. Both these numbers would need
to be reduced in order to remain competitive.  

Table 1.4 Summary of gap analysis result  

(W: Order winning, which significantly contributes to winning business; P: Potentially 
order winning; Q: Order qualifying, those aspects of competitiveness where 
performance has to be above a certain level even to be considered by the 
customer)  

Criterion    Co. A  Co. B  Co. C  Co. D  Co. E  Co. F  Co. G  

Quality  Gap  −10  10  −10  −10  10  10  10  

Qualifier  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  

Lead-time  Gap  0  −20  −10  −10  −40  −30  −30  

Qualifier  W  W  W  W  W  W  W  

Lead-time  Gap  −30  −30  −60  −50  −20  −20  −20  

Reliability  Qualifier  W  W  W  W  W  W  W  

Design  Gap  10  70  80  70  −10  10  30  

Flexibility  Qualifier  P  P  Q  Q  W  Q  Q  

Volume  Gap  10  0  20  30  −10  −10  10  

Flexibility  Qualifier  W  W  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  

Cost/Price  Gap  30  40  0  0  50  −10  −10  

Qualifier  P  P  p  p  P  p  p  
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Table 1.5 Sample strategic aims/initiatives table  

Competitive 
Criterion  

Strategic Aims  Strategic Initiatives  

Delivery 
reliability  

Improve Delivery 
reliability and 
predictability.  

Consider finite capacity 
of personnel.  
Consider finite capacity 
of machine tools.  

Give operators explicit 
instruction.  
Monitor job progress 
constantly.  

Create stability.  Eliminate unknowns 
through improved 
planning.  

Implement preventative 
and planned maintenance.  

Provide information to 
minimize time waste.  

Implement shop floor 
MIS that provides all 
necessary operator 
information.  

Provide information on 
tooling and fixture setup 
with written and visual 
aids.  
Provide integrated 
information package.  

Establish accurate 
standard times.  

Implement MIS to 
monitor setup and cycle 
times and to re-establish 
standard times as 
necessary.  
Monitor delivery 
performance.  

Improve time estimates by 
referring to historical 
manufacturing 
information and collected 
data.  

Delivery  
Lead-times 

(Production)  

Eliminate time waste.  Monitor machine tool 
performance.  
Collect time and 
attendance data.  
Provide correct 
information.  

Provide full 
documentation of proven, 
reusable manufacturing 
methods.  
(Not “reinventing the 
wheel”.)  

Reduce production 
lead-times to less than 
that of competitors.  

Establish lead-times with 
customer.  
Use customer CAD files 
for drawing 
modifications to aid re-
programming speed and 
accuracy.  

Reduce lead-times by 
accurate capacity 
planning.  
Reduce lead-times by 
concurrent manufacturing.  

Encourage customers 
to provide design 

Demonstrate speed and 
cost-saving advantages.  

Demonstrate information 
integrity and reduced 
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However, it could be argued that it is more important to reduce lead-times of prototype 
components, since these are nearly always needed in a hurry. Furthermore, the supplier
selected to build the prototype is frequently the supplier that ends up manufacturing the
production run. It is therefore important to understand and to find ways of improving
delivery performance, especially for prototyping operations. For instance, it is generally
much more difficult to prepare a prototype component than to prepare a component that
has previously been manufactured. Time benefits may be gained by using computer-aided 
design (CAD) file information directly from the manufacturer’s computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) system, assuming the customer allows this transfer of data (which
is more likely if the customer benefits from the reduction in lead-times and possibly in 
cost). By making such a gap analysis for each of the criteria, the company identified its
future strategic aims/initiatives under each of the headings. A sample of these is shown in
Table 1.5.  

Key MIS requirements  

To specify the MIS requirements, which may affect the defined strategic initiatives, it is
essential that there be a clear understanding of exactly what the strategic initiatives are.
This ensures that valid judgment is then made as to whether the strategic initiatives will
be achieved by the proposed solution. In considering the MIS requirements for satisfying
strategic initiatives, the appropriate MIS features for each functional group should be
taken into account. While the list of appropriate features for each of the functional groups
(Figure 1.29) is not extensive, it does serve as a foundation on which to build:  

change information 
direct from CAD.  

prove-out time.  

Delivery  
Lead-times 
(Prototype)  

Eliminate time 
wasting.  

Monitor machine tool 
performance.  
Collect time and 
attendance data.  

Provide correct 
information.  
Create tooling visual 
display.  

Reduce prototyping 
lead-times to less than 
that of competitors.  

Use customer CAD files 
to aid programming 
speed and accuracy.  

Recall historical data of 
similar parts or features.  

Encourage customer-
supplier information 
exchange.  

Demonstrate benefits of 
early design information.  

Value engineering (to 
reduce both time and 
cost).  
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Figure 1.29 Identification of key MIS requirements  

• MIS features for the utilization of plant and resources. The four basic MIS features 
that were selected for improved utilization of plant and resources were shop floor 
information display, machine tool preventative maintenance, tooling management and 
computer numerical control (CNC) file management. These features were selected as 
they covered most aspects of plant utilization. However, it was accepted that MIS 
features or requirements could be supplemented indefinitely until any given strategic 
initiative was satisfied. Another reason for selecting these basic MIS requirements was 
that they were broad in definition and covered a wide range of material within the 
topic. For instance, CNC file management could include programming and editing aids 
for the production of part programs as well as the ability to transfer part programs 
between machine tools and the programming office.  

• MIS features for the utilization of collected data. The four basic MIS features that 
were selected for improved utilization of collected data were time and attendance 
monitoring, delivery performance monitoring, machine tool performance monitoring 
and job costing. Again, these features were selected because they covered most aspects 
of data collection. It was also accepted that MIS features or requirements could be 
supplemented indefinitely until the strategic initiative was satisfied.  

• MIS features for the additional system requirements. The four basic MIS features that 
were selected for additional system requirements were rapid response facility, 
information gathering, software integration and inspection audit and control. These 
MIS items were used to illustrate the diversity of available features. The selection of 
additional system requirements was seen as a spillover from the utilization of plant and 
resources and the utilization of collected data. In this case, an MIS with a rapid 
response facility had the features that were required to assist in providing a 
manufacturing rapid response service along with normal production controlling 
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    systems. Similarly, an MIS that provided information gathering could be explained as 
having the mechanism to manage the accumulation of data from information gained 
throughout the production life cycle for any given component. Although these MIS 
requirements were somewhat diverse and non-intuitive, they served to illustrate the 
purpose of this particular functional group.  

It was next necessary to check each of the initiatives in turn to see if the basic MIS
features were able, in principle, to satisfy them. By definition, this would have the desired
effect on the relevant competitive performance criteria. In the case of the company, this
helped to establish twelve key MIS requirements (Table 1.6).  

These acted as a quick reference to identify the strategic initiatives that instigated the
particular key MIS requirement. This, in turn, allowed management to evaluate available
MIS systems based on their strategic requirements, as illustrated in Table 1.7 (N.B.: this
table is for demonstration purposes only—it has no general implication regarding the
features of any specific system). Through this analysis, the company identified two major
areas where key MIS requirements had not been met by any of the systems available
(rapid response facility and job costing) and hence, the corresponding strategic initiatives
that could not be directly supported. Owing to the implications of these inadequacies, the
company decided to make a purpose-built system that more closely supported the
requirements.  

Table 1.6 Key MIS requirements and corresponding strategic aims  

Requirements  Strategic Aims  

Shop floor Information and 
Display  

Promote information availability throughout the manufacturing 
process.  
Improve small batch handling through reduction of 
programming prove-out time.  
Improve small batch handling through setup time reduction.  
Encourage customers to provide any design changes direct from 
CAD.  
Eliminate time wasting.  
Improve Delivery reliability and predictability.  
Provide information to minimize time waste.  
Improve standards above those of competitors, thus safeguarding 
reputation of quality.  

Data Collection and Data 
Monitoring  

Collect manufacturing cycle time and all other manufacturing 
costs accurately and efficiently.  
Monitor performance accurately and efficiently.  
Improve methods for the preparation of quotations through 
historical information.  
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The key MIS requirements list proved extremely valuable in providing guidance to the
design and implementation of this system. In fact, the MIS was designed and developed
in such a way that each of the twelve requirements was cross-checked. This cross-
checking ensured that relevant modules and functions were built into the system, and that
all the requirements would be satisfactorily supported. The following provides an

Reduce machine down-time while waiting for inspection of first-
off.  
Establish accurate standard times.  

Rapid Response Facility  Promote information sharing between customer and suppliers.  
Reduce production lead-times to less than that of competitors.  
Reduce prototyping lead-times to less than that of competitors.  

Information Gathering  Promote information sharing between customer and suppliers.  

DNC File Management  Improve small batch handling through reduction of 
programming prove-out time.  

Inspection Audit and Control  Accommodate customer quality requirements in an efficient and 
cost-effective way.  
Improve quality standards above those of competitors, thus 
safeguarding reputation of quality.  
Reduce machine down-time while waiting for inspection of first-
off.  

Tooling Management  Provide information to minimize time waste.  

Job Costing  Calculate cost implications for splitting and joining of batches.  
Collect manufacturing cycle time and all other manufacturing 
costs accurately and efficiently.  
Improve methods for the preparation of quotations through 
historical information.  

Preventative Maintenance  Create stability.  

Software Integration  Promote system integration within the organization.  
Promote system integration with all customers.  
Collect manufacturing cycle time and all other manufacturing 
costs accurately and efficiently.  

Machine Tool Performance 
Monitoring  

Establish accurate standard times.  
Eliminate time wasting.  
Improve small batch handling through setup time reduction.  
Collect manufacturing cycle time and all other manufacturing 
costs accurately and efficiently.  

Delivery Monitoring  Improve Delivery reliability and predictability.  
Establish accurate standard times.  
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overview of the system structure, and examples to illustrate how some of the key
requirements were supported by the system.  

System structure  

The analysis as outlined above helped the company to develop its MIS system, with the
overall objectives:  

• To set up a direct data link via modem, so that drawing files from a customer’s CAD 
system could be transmitted into the company’s CAM system without the need to edit 
or reconstruct drawing elements.  

• To allow the transmitted CAD drawing elements to be used to generate cutter paths 
ready for post-processing to any suitable and available CNC machine tool.  

• To cut prototyping lead-times, both by reducing CNC programming time and by 
reducing the time for CNC program verification at the prove-out stage.  

• To provide machine operators with job-related information in a focused and user-
friendly manner.  

Essentially the MIS system evolved from the integration and utilization of stand-alone 
software that was already being used in the everyday operation of the company. The
fundamental essence of the system was to bring together existing and new software in an
integrated way, resulting in the gathering and distribution of essential data, and the

Table 1.7 Example of system evaluation against key requirements  

Key MIS 
requirements  

Mori 
Seiki 
MSC 518 

Dialogue 
Dlog  

ERT 
Seiki  

GNT 
DNC 
Max  

Alta Systems 
Real Vision  

Tech. 
Systems  

Shop floor 
information display  

4  4  4    4  4  

Shop floor data 
collection  

  4  4      4  

…  …  …  …  …  …  … 

Other features              

Editing facility  4  4  4  4  4  4  

Photographs 
displayed  

  4  4  4  4    

.  …  …  …  …  …  …  
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satisfaction of the key MIS requirements. The overall system structure is shown in Figure 
1.30. This figure shows the company database with the proprietary software’s scheduling, 
CAM and CAD systems all supplying data to the MIS system. In addition, photographic
information is supplied as a visual aid in the system. The gathering of shop floor
information, including machine tool monitoring and the time spent by operators on each
job, are fed back into the MIS system.  

 

Figure 1.30 Layout of the MIS system  
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Management and utilization of plant and resources  

This section illustrates the system’s ability to satisfy some of the key requirements under
this heading. For example, when first deciding on the way in which information should
be accessed and displayed, it was considered important that the user found the system
easy to operate and understand. In addition, the system had to provide assessable,
relevant information to the task at hand. It was hoped that the user would have more
incentive to use the new system if it provided useful information in a logical and efficient
way. Traditionally, the case company and most other manufacturers of machined
mechanical components have issued job cards/route cards, as detailed as necessary, with
each batch of components launched on the shop floor. Within the case company, this
paper document had evolved from carrying basic instruction for what were essentially
straightforward jobs (e.g., “rough and finish turn complete”), to providing more 
sophisticated information. It was decided that the MIS would mimic some of the
traditional approaches, both in operation and in visual presentation, This would allow the
operator of the system to feel immediately at home and be able to relate to the proposed
MIS system. By adopting this approach, the traditional job card was used as the front
menu for obtaining focused, task-centered information required to satisfy the 
management and utilization of plant and resources. Hence, the system was designed to
provide the following information:  

• Job cards—manufacturing documentation.  
• CAM information—cutter paths, feeds and speeds.  
• Photographs—component and fixture recognition.  
• Drawings—stage manufacturing drawings and final drawings.  
• Scheduling information—machine work-to-lists and forward visibility.  
• Machine tool information—capacity, achievable tolerances.  
• Tooling information—tools required, cutter life, feeds and speeds.  
• Part programs—proven or unproven files, recent edits.  

The component job card, taken from the database, acted as the menu for the selection and
displaying of information. This simple approach to information selection via the job card
was readily accepted by all users and allowed the system to evolve when information
from other sources was integrated.  

Management and utilization of shop floor data  

Four of the key MIS requirements listed under this heading were Data Collection and
Data Monitoring, Delivery Performance Monitoring, Machine Tool Monitoring and Job
Costing. All of these key MIS requirements relied on receiving information from the shop
floor. Receiving accurate information from the shop floor was equally as important as
providing accurate information to the shop floor. It could be argued that receiving false
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form information from the shop floor by way of collected data could be more detrimental
to the overall manufacturing function than supplying inadequate information. This was
because false information received could lull the operator into a false sense of security.
Consequently, shop floor data collection and monitoring was designated as a key MIS
requirement.  

Figure 1.31 Visual display of machine tool monitoring  

In particular, Delivery Performance Measuring was seen as the overall measure of
Delivery reliability within the company. The seven companies that participated in the
customer survey each monitored their suppliers in different ways. At one extreme, some
customers appeared not to be monitoring their suppliers at all, and at the other extreme,
some customers had fairly complex ways in which they measured delivery performance,
the results of which were taken seriously. In most cases, information required for delivery
performance measuring could be obtained from the company database, since information
such as date of order placement, due date and customer date delivered were readily
available for every job. However, in one case, the way in which the customer’s suppliers 
were officially monitored was complex, involving additional information to be retrieved
from the database. At this stage, the only information available on the system would be
concerned with delivery performance. This information was obtained from the company
database and entered into the Microsoft Jet Engine database where delivery monitoring
parameters specific to each customer were displayed.  
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As far as machine operational data are concerned, the system collected data in real time 
and displayed machine tool cycle times in the form of a Gantt chart. The display also
contained the relevant job card and, if necessary, a photograph of the component being
machined (Figure 1.31). The Gantt chart could be seen for one particular machining
center, and the cycle time length of three different pallets was displayed. This display
could be called up on any of the workstations, either on or away from the shop floor. A
machine tool could be selected and monitored to see if the machine tool was operating,
and operating times compared with the standard times that had been set. It was also
possible to check the same information from a remote location using a modem.  

A related requirement to the above was job costing. The ability to be able to calculate
the cost for manufacture of a component is paramount in the subcontracting
manufacturing environment. A system for the initial cost estimation that is accurate,
consistent, effective and quick is important when dealing in a competitive market
environment. Equally, to be able to efficiently collect the data necessary to be able to
accurately calculate the true manufacture is important. Job costing, which encompasses
both the initial estimation of the cost of component manufacture and the calculation of
the actual cost of manufacture upon completion, was identified as a key MIS requirement
for the company. The costing system was designed to enable the user to retrieve historical
data from the company database. This could include past job cards of manufactured
components identifying the equipment used at that time, together with the standard time
and actual time taken for each operation. This, together with stored photograph and
drawing files (when available), enabled the user to employ the system as a historical
reference. This ability proved extremely useful for cost estimation of similar components.
Manufacturing instructions for all produced parts were broken down into individual
operations. When completed, these instructions were stored/archived and could be
recalled to reveal the associated cost of each individual operation calculated. This was
particularly useful for the cost estimation of new parts that had similar features or
characteristics to parts machined in the past, as shown in Figure 1.32.  
A particularly important strategic requirement was the ability to provide a rapid response
facility for prototyping services. With time-to-market pressures, early design of 
component parts are need for evaluation. Typically, in the early stages of development
small quantities of parts, sometimes only one-off, are urgently required for evaluation
before proceeding with the next development stage. The pressure is on for the designer to
produce a drawing of the part as quickly as possible and for the manufacturer to make it
as quickly as possible.  

The system handles the rapid response information transmitted from customers through
a process called “information chain.” The customer uses the Internet to provide three-
dimensional CAD files, in IGES format, of the component part required by rapid
response. The file is viewed on the company CAD, and price and delivery is given to the
customer. If necessary, costing would have been used for this purpose. Once a price and
delivery is agreed, the relevant drawing file is copied from the CAD system to the CAM
system. At this stage, material is obtained and, if necessary, the CAD file is plotted.
Because predefined parameters have already been set, all drawing tolerances are known,
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together with material specifications and surface finishes, etc. The relevant profiles are 
captured within the CAM system, and cutter paths are simulated. A tooling list is
automatically generated within the CAM database, and identification numbers assigned.
Once the CAM user is happy with the cutter path simulation, the CAM file is post-
processed for the designated machine tool on which the component will be manufactured.
Concurrently, customer order details are entered into the company database and a
production engineer writes the component job card, which is identified as a rapid
response job.  

Figure 1.32 Systems display of costing/calculation menu  

Additional system enhancements  

The production engineer decides how the component will be manufactured, assigning the
number of operations and machine tools to be used, and estimating the standard time for
each operation. If the appropriate machine tool is available, the machine tool operator can
be alerted and the system interrogated to find the rapid response job card. At this stage,
the system should contain a detailed manufacturing description (job card), the customer’s 
drawing, a tooling list, a cutter path simulation, and the part program file, which has been
identified as an unproven file. By using these facilities and by working closely with
customers, manufacturing lead-times can be reduced significantly, thereby playing an 
important part in helping customers to reduce the time taken for their designs to reach the
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market place. Figure 1.33 shows a typical component that has been manufactured under 
the rapid response facility. The figure includes a graphical display of a cutter, a cutter
path, the job card, the part program file and the customer’s drawing of the component.  

Figure 1.33 Information and display (rapid response facility)  

Table 1.8 Component life cycle and information gathering  

Customer 
Component 
Life cycle  

Typical 
Batch 
Size  

Customer 
Response/ 

Requirements  

Manufacturer’s 
Response/ 

Requirements  

KIDS User 
Interface/Display  

Prototype  1  CAD file  Rapid response  
Value engineer  

Display prototype job 
card  
Display cutter paths  
Display prototype 
drawing  
Display initial tool list  

Certification  3  Revised CAD file  Quick response  Display revised job card  
Display revised cutter 
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paths  
Display drawing  
Display revised tool list  
Display photograph of 
part  

Pre-production  10  Revised CAD file  Refine 
manufacturing 
methods  

Display revised job card  
Display revised cutter 
paths  
Display revised drawing  
Display revised tool list  
Display photograph of 
part  
Display fixture 
photograph  

Production  20  Cost justification  Optimize 
manufacturing 
methods  

Display optimized job 
card  
Display optimized 
cutter paths  
Display drawing  
Display optimized tool 
list  
Display photograph of 
part  
Display fixture 
photograph  
Display stage drawings  
Display critical 
dimensions  

Increased  
Production  

50  Decrease cost  Additional 
optimization  

As above, plus:  
Display fixture set up  
Information on 
production problems  
Inspection history  

Decreased  
Production  

20  Maintain cost  Reduce set up times As above plus any 
optimizations made 
during full production  

Spares  5  Reluctant price 
increases, no 
manufacturin 
details  

Recall 
manufacturing 
methodology  

All past information 
held within KIDS  
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When a component is first manufactured using the rapid response facility, information is
gathered in the form of CAD files or drawings from customers, from which a job card
and other details are written. The same is true if the component is manufactured under
normal conditions. With components that start as development components, it is hoped
that pre-production and production runs will follow. It is recognized that as the product 
matures, and with the experience of various production runs, continuous improvements to
manufacturing techniques can be introduced. In order to do so, however, information
needs to be gathered and refined as components pass through their respective life cycles.
Table 1.8 shows typical information-gathering and displays the various stages of a
customer’s component life cycle on the system.  

Case observations  

Demands on the manufacturing industry to provide quality, flexibility and cost reduction
have put pressures on manufacturing companies to improve productivity. These demands,
coupled with computer hardware and software advances, have encouraged MIS
development. Consequently, the role and importance of MIS within the manufacturing
environment have changed dramatically in recent years. However, the initial design of
such a system must be very carefully considered. The way in which it is structured and
organized will have a profound effect on the way in which information can be delivered
and utilized to support the company’s strategic aims. This case study has attempted to 
address the key question of how to link the strategic and MIS requirements logically. The
application of the proposed approach has helped the case company to develop an
integrated system to support its strategic intentions which, in turn, has enabled the
company to:  

• Improve prototyping quality and lead-time by downloading engineering information 
directly from the customer’s CAD system. This information is then used to generate 
cutter paths ready for post-processing.  

• Improve cost control by providing online data collection and real-time analysis.  
• Increase operational efficiency by providing operators with job-related information in a 

focused and user-friendly manner.  

Through an analysis of the company’s strategic manufacturing requirements, the 
proposed procedures revealed a number of MIS related issues and features that would
help to ensure a competitive edge. A total of twelve key MIS requirements were
established. These proved to be extremely valuable in providing guidance to the design
and implementation of its MIS system, providing cross-checking between MIS 
functionality and the company’s future strategic requirements. The resulting system has
been seen as an effective “manufacturing strategic driver” to help this company maintain 
its competitive edge by improving part prototyping quality and lead-time, improving cost 
control through online data collection and real-time analysis, and increasing operational 
efficiency through with job-related information. Due to its success, the system was given 
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the UK Machinery Award for Innovation in Production Engineering, for being “the most 
innovative application of computer technology in the manufacturing environment.”  

1.6 CONCLUSION  

In facing the challenge of modern manufacturing, successful companies need skilled
professionals and effective tools to design and manage world-class manufacturing and 
supply systems. A logical MSM framework helps to set systems thinking into the context
of manufacturing systems management. This is defined as a domain that involves the
necessary activities needed to regulate and optimize a manufacturing system as it
progresses through its life cycle. Providing logical guidance for a company’s MSM 
activities, its structure and contents help achieve understanding of the problem domain,
and provide a basis for the development and adaptation of effective approaches and tools
in practice.  

This chapter has outlined the main functional areas, specified the generic processes and
contents of these areas, and then integrated them into a closed loop to provide the basis 
for the development of a set of coherent processes and tools, and a means of bridging the
existing MSA/MSD/MSO gap. Within the system design area, in particular, the
framework also provides a design process reference architecture structured to support
systems engineering principles. From the perspective of a system’s life cycle, the MSM 
reference structure provides a more complete framework to link manufacturing strategy
and a system’s specifications. It not only provides the conceptual structure and sequence
of the design process, but the means of describing the system itself. The cases of its
industrial application have clearly demonstrated its practical value. For example, the
greenfield MSD project has effectively used the approach to design and implement all
MS processes required for the new factory in time for its operation and in line with the
strategic targets of the organization. In addition to highlighting the need for the structured
approach, the key learning points of these cases include the strategically-driven and 
simultaneous engineering approach that must be applied in process design and process
ownership.  

The complete, task-centered MSM workbook will be presented in the following 
chapters:  

• Chapter 2 Manufacturing and supply strategy analysis. This chapter provides a set of 
task documents to help analyze, capture and/or develop future MS strategy.  

• Chapter 3 MSA/MSD interfacing. This chapter provides a set of task documents to help 
link MS strategic requirements to MSD actions.  

• Chapter 4 MSD task execution. This chapter presents the key principles and techniques 
involved in the execution of MSD tasks. It also provides a selection of generic MS 
design task documents, as well as a set of worksheets to help achieve the complete 
specification of an MS system.  

• Chapter 5 MS system implementation. This chapter provides a selection of generic MS 
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    task documents related to system implementation, through which relevant techniques, 
such as those of project and change management, are logically incorporated into the 
MSM framework.  

• Chapter 6 MS system performance measurement and status monitoring. This provides a 
set of task-documents related to the setting of project objectives, targets and 
constraints. In addition, the task documents of system status monitoring complete the 
MSM loop (strategy analysis—system design—system implementation—system status 
monitoring—strategy analysis).  

Finally, issues related to the MSM framework’s institutionalization within an MS
organization and its further application in practice will be discussed in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER TWO  
Manufacturing and Supply Strategy Analysis  

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

Following the structure of the MSM framework as presented in the previous chapter, this
and the following chapters present a self-contained workbook. Using a task-centered 
approach, this workbook aims to guide the user step-by-step through the complete cycle 
of MS strategic analysis, MS system design and MS system status monitoring.  

 

Figure 2.1 MS strategy analysis within MSM  

This chapter focuses predominantly on the MSA (manufacturing and supply strategy 
analysis) process within the MSM domain. It provides a set of task documents to help
capture a company’s current MS strategy and its supporting information, and/or develop
the organization’s future strategic direction. Initially, an outline of the overall approach 
will be presented. Then a more detailed description of the tasks and processes involved in 
each of these stages will be given. An example will be provided to illustrate the steps
involved.  

The procedures are primarily directed at the formulation of MS strategic initiatives to
guide the subsequent MSD projects. The overall structure of the process is as shown in
Figure 2.1. As can be seen, the MSA section consists of four main stages, each of which 



comprise a number of task documents with a series of questions and methods of data
collection:  

• Stage MSA 1—Manufacturing Background. This provides a means of classifying the 
current state of development of the MS system and the role of the manufacturing 
function within the organization. It consists of a series of questions relating to the 
organization and the manufacturing system. These help to identify the requirements of 
the MS system and to define appropriate Product groups.  

• Stage MSA 2—Competitive Advantage. This stage aims to capture data related to the 
marketing requirements and manufacturing performance for each of the Product 
groups. Competitive criteria are specified, order winners and qualifiers are identified 
and the results of the analysis are profiled. This determines the areas of the enterprise 
in which the organization needs to focus its allocation of resources, prioritization of 
activities and initiatives. Based on these, key success factors can be identified for the 
markets in which the enterprise is operating. The MS function must contribute 
accordingly in order to attain a competitive business position.  

• Stage MSA 3—Key Issues. This stage starts with a gap analysis of the requirements 
and performance of the Product groups. From this, an initial indication of strategic 
requirements can be derived. This is followed by a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats) analysis of the Product groups. The results are then used to 
define the key issues and initial strategic objectives.  

• Stage MSA 4—Strategic Aims. This stage aims to specify the details of the 
organization’s future MS strategy. If a current strategy already exists, then it can be 
captured through a series of questions. Next, its principal policies are assessed with 
respect to the competitive criteria. The future policy can then evolve from the existing 
strategy, and the strategic aims can be derived from the key issues.  

2.2 STAGE MSA 1—BACKGROUND ANALYSIS  

This section involves gathering the relevant background and environmental information.
This is done by classifying the current state of development of the MS system and the
role of its function within the organization. Such information will provide indication
about the relationships between the MS organization and its operation, and between the
relevant functional strategies and the enterprise’s business and corporate strategies. 
Ideally, the business strategy should be available for the analysis, together with relevant
elements of the organization’s technology, product and market strategies. The analysis 
process consists of a series of questions related to the organization and the MS system
that need to be answered through the tasks shown in Figure 2.2:  

• Task Document MSA 1.1—Current situation definition/classification. This task aims to 
obtain an understanding of the state of the MS system within the overall context of the 
organization.  
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Figure 2.2 Stage MSA 1—MS background analysis  

• Task Document MSA 1.2—Product group definition. This task captures data 
concerning the company’s products, analyses them and then classes the products into 
logical Product groups.  

• Task Document MSA 1.3—Product group analysis. Against a set of relevant 
parameters, this task conducts an assessment of the Relative importance of the groups 
with respect to their contribution to the performance of the business.  

Just like a journey-planning exercise, the aim is to answer the question: where are we
now? The completion of the related worksheets is a straightforward process of responding
to a number of questions and completing a series of tables. This produces the following
results:  

1) classification of the business and its MS system,  
2) definition of the role of the MS function,  
3) specification of products and Product groups, and  
4) identification of Relative importance of Product groups.  

For example, a company produces one main type of products, and undertakes a number of 
subcontracting roles. It has one key customer, who sells on the products to the end-users
and several smaller customers. The business can be considered to be a small-to-medium
sized enterprise. Its manufacturing system is largely batch manufacture. The process is
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based on traditional machine and assembly shops, and operates cellular manufacture
based on components rather than part families. The system structure is “make-to-order” 
from stock and from suppliers, with elements of assemble-to-order. The organizational 
structure has five levels, from director to operator, and is based on a functional focus. The
company is about to undertake a brownfield reorganization for improvement. There are
four Product groups, and two additional services, as shown in Table 2.1. Product group A 
represents regular, relatively high volume standard products, competing largely on cost,
quality and Delivery lead-time. Group B represents a standard product with a number of
variants, and competes primarily on cost, Delivery lead-time and Delivery reliability. 
Group C is similar to B but has a reduced number of variants and competes largely on
quality, cost and Delivery lead-time. Group D is a relatively high volume product with a
small number of variants, and competes on cost, Delivery lead-time and quality and has a 
similar market to A. The two service groups are very different. Service group A is
relatively high volume, but uses only excess machine capacity and competes largely on
Delivery lead-time, Delivery reliability and Volume flexibility. Service group B
represents a non-core activity, manufacturing low volume, customized products that 
mainly compete on quality, cost and Design flexibility. This example will be used for
illustration in the remainder of this text.  

Table 2.1 Example—results of stage MSA 1.3  

Products  A  B  C  D  Service A Service 
B  

Volume/yr  23,000 ton  1000  1000  30,000  30,000 ton  ?  

Sales  $13.5 M  $4 M  $3.73 M  $5.58 M  $180,000  $260,000  

% Sales  50.1%  14.5%  13.5%  20.3%  0.7%  0.9%  

% Contrib’n  21.1%  12.3%  28.8%  34.4%  1.1%  2%  

Market share 12%  30%  35%  35%  2%  2%  

Growth  Very Good  Very Good  Very Good  Good  Good  Excellent  

Innovation 
(out of 10)  

Low (2)  Low (3)  Medium (6)  Low (3)  Low (2)  Medium 
(5)  

Life cycle  Mature  Mature  Mature  Mature  Mature  N/A  

Principle 
Processes  

Slitting ERW Machining 
Assembly  

Machining 
Assembly  

Threading & 
Painting  

Shear 
cutters  

Machinin 
g  

Profit/sales  5%  10%  25%  20%  15–20%  25%  

Typical 100 to 2000  No typical No typical Minimum 50 Use excess None  
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2.3 STAGE MSA 2—BASIS FOR COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS  

The general aim of stage MSA 2 is to answer the question: where are we now? It is 
designed to capture the marketing requirements and the actual system performance in
relation to each of the Product groups, and/or the system as a whole. This information
enables a competitive requirement profile to be developed for each of the Product groups
and for the whole system. It indicates the areas of the enterprise in which the organization
must focus its effort in order to achieve a superior position in relation to its competitors.
The four task documents involved in this stage, together with their overall outputs, are
shown in Figure 2.3.  
Tasks one and three are essentially concerned with data collection and analysis activities.
The customer and market requirements are identified with respect to a number of six
major competitive performance criteria. Secondary criteria can also be used, if deemed
important. Similarly, the performance of the current manufacturing function is analyzed
with respect to the same competitive criteria. Task two involves the subsequent
derivation of the Order winning and qualifying criteria using the evidence presented in
the market analysis. Finally, the fourth task captures the relevant information with respect
to the six competitive criteria, and produces a number of requirements/performance
profiles. It also produces a textural entry of the statement of the basis for the
manufacturing function’s competitive advantage.  

The market requirements analysis of the example company’s individual Product groups 
produces the results as given in Table 2.2, against the six competitive criteria used for the
analysis.  

order size  size  size  Capacity  

Market  Agriculture 
& industrial  

Agriculture  Agriculture  Agriculture  Industrial  Industrial  

Importance  20%  12%  30%  35%  1%  2%  

Table 2.2 Example—summary of Product group requirement analysis ( Worksheet MSA 
2.1.1 )  

Requirements (0–
100)  

Group 
A  

Group 
B  

Group 
C  

Group 
D  

Service 
A  

Service 
B  

Quality  90  95  75  85  90  90  

Delivery lead-time  70  90  90  90  80  80  
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The definition of competitive criteria, using Worksheet MSA 2.2.1, reveals the 
information as outlined in Table 2.3.  

In addition, the manufacturing analysis (Table 2.4) reveals that good levels of quality are
being achieved. There are also acceptable levels of Design flexibility, Volume flexibility
and cost, though these could still be improved.  

Delivery reliability  60  90  90  90  70  85  

Design flexibility  60  80  80  80  80  90  

Volume flexibility  60  85  85  85  80  80  

Cost  90  80  75  75  80  75  

Table 2.3 Example—summary of order winners and losers ( Worksheet MS A 2.2.1 )  

Competitive 
criteria  

Group A Group B  Group C  Group D Service A  Service B  

Order winners  Lead-time, 
reliability  

Cost  Volume 
flex., 
design flex.  

Quality, 
volume 
flex.  

Reliability, 
lead-time  

Reliability, 
volume flex.  

Order 
qualifiers  

Cost, 
quality  

Quality, 
lead-time, 
reliability  

Lead-time, 
reliability  

Lead-time, 
reliability  

Quality  Quality, 
design flex.  

Potential order 
winners  

Lead-time  Volume 
flex.  

Quality    Volume 
flex.  

Cost  

Order losers  reliability    Cost    Lead-time  Reliability  

Table 2.4 Example—summary of manufacturing performance analysis ( Worksheet MS 
A 2.3.1 )  

Performance (0–
100)  

Group 
A  

Group 
B  

Group 
C  

Group 
D  

Service 
A  

Service 
B  

Quality  80  95  95  95  90  95  
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2.4 STAGE MSA 3—KEY ISSUES  

Having identified the basis for competitive requirements, this stage identifies the key
issues that need to be addressed. The successful completion of this should provide an
answer to the key question: where should we be? The combination of the first three MSA
stages can be referred to as problem formulation because by establishing where we are 
now and where we should be, these stages together will indicate the gap between the 
present system state and what its environment demands from the system—or a problem
which prompts the search for an appropriate solution so that the gap can be closed.  
The Product group gap analysis will provide both qualitative and quantitative indications
of the differences between what the market and customers require, and the actual
performance of the manufacturing system (Figure 2.4). With this information, two 
options can be followed: either to continue with the strategy capture approach and
complete a SWOT analysis with which to derive the key issues, and/or to adopt a 
problem solving approach and examine a quick hit strategy problem chart. The chart itself
can be used in conjunction with the SWOT analysis in order to identify key areas for
improvement. Following these, key issues for the MS function can be clearly specified.
The results of this stage for the example company are summarized below.  

MSA 3.1—Requirement/Performance Gap Analysis  
The gap analysis of requirements and performance produces the results shown in Table 
2.5.  

Delivery lead-time  60  45  55  70  90  85  

Delivery reliability  60  50  65  60  95  95  

Design flexibility  60  90  90  70  90  90  

Volume flexibility  60  60  70  65  85  75  

Cost  60  60  85  80  85  85  

Table 2.5 Example—summary of gap analysis ( Worksheet MSA 3.1.1 )  

Gap analysis  Group A Group B Group C Group D Service A Service B  

Ouality  −10 – 20 10 – 5 

Delivery lead-time  −10 −45 −35 −20 10 5 
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These are also illustrated in Figure 2.5. Similarly, the weighted gap results, using the 
Relative importance factor, can be calculated as presented in Table 2.6.  

Both the simple analysis and the weighted analysis indicate Delivery lead-time, 
Delivery reliability and Volume flexibility as the initial targets. This is particularly true
considering that, while lead-time is specified as an Order winning criteria for the majority 
of the Product groups, the system is obviously under-performing in this regard.  

2.5 STAGE MSA 4—STRATEGIC AIMS  

Having identified a gap that needs to be filled, the logic of a journey planning process
then requires the answer to two more questions: what are the possible routes and 
means?; and which route to take? The rest of the MSA/MSD cycle aims to identify the 
feasible alternatives and analyze the possible consequences of each of these routes. This
allows one to choose the strategy that best satisfies the particular requirements as
identified through stages MSA 1 to 3. Therefore, the overall aim of this stage is to
transform the problem definitions into strategic aims, from which strategic initiatives and
action plans can be derived. Highlighting, in particular, those aspects that the subsequent
MSD project(s) must deal with, the aims of this stage may be summarized as follows:  

• To assist in defining the problems and root causes of problems related to the operations 
of the current MS system, and  

• To define the starting point from which the future manufacturing strategy will emerge. 
This provides a means of assisting the evolution of action plans and of indicating the 
direction in which the MSD project is to develop.  

From an application’s point of view, the MSA/MSD/MSO cycle of the MSM framework 
provides a basis for studying the evolution of MS strategies over time, as shown in 
Figure 2.6. In fact, if the organization under study already has a well developed and 
documented MS strategy, then this stage may be considered an alternative “entry point” 
into the MSA/MSD/MSO cycle. Based on this cycle, an analyst will also have the 
opportunity to return to this stage of the analysis throughout the subsequent stages in 
order to analyze and assess the implications and the impact of the current strategic 
decisions. Hence, not only can this stage be the initiation point of an MSD project, but 
there is also the option of either capturing the present policies and formulating future 
policies. Consequently, this stage consists of four tasks that are grouped into two parallel 
sections, as shown in Figure 2.7.  

Delivery reliability  – −40 −25 −30 25 10 

Design flexibility  – 10 10 −10 10 – 

Volume flexibility  – −25 −15 −20 5 −5 

Cost  −30 −20 10 5 5 10 
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MSA 3.2—Problem Definition  
From the quick-hit problem table provided ( Tool/Technique MSA 3.2.1 ), the 
underperformance of lead-time, Delivery reliability and Volume flexibility suggests the 
main possible problem areas relate to:  

under capacity, bottlenecks, and lack of flexibility  
lack of coordination, supplier unreliability  
inappropriate levels of decision making, ineffective material control  
incorrect inventory information,  
inappropriate new product introduction process  

From the above, the company’s own knowledge of the manufacturing system may help it
to narrow down the problems (to be recorded in Worksheet MSA 3.2.1) as:  

capacity shortage and/or rigid capacity  
complex material flow within factory and/or long setup times  
inaccurate forecasting and/or incorrect inventory information  
subcontractor quality and/or capabilities mismatch  

MSA 3.3—SWOT Analysis  
The SWOT analysis, with Worksheet MSA 3.3.1 , gives the results shown in Table 2.7.  

Table 2.6 Example—summary of weighted gap analysis ( Worksheet MSA 3.1.1 )  

Weighted gap 
analysis  

Group 
A  

Group 
B  

Group 
C  

Group 
D  

Service 
A  

Service 
B  

Importance  20 12 30 35 1 2 

Quality  −2 – 6 3.5 – 0.1 

Delivery lead-time  −2 −5.4 −10.5 −7 0.1 0.1 

Delivery reliability  – −4.8 −7.5 −10.5 0.25 0.2 

Design flexibility  – 1.2 3 −3.5 0.1 – 

Volume flexibility  – −3 −4.5 −7 0.05 −0.1 

Cost  −6 −2.4 3 1.75 0.05 0.2 
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MSA 3.4—Key Issues  
The key issues for the company, as summarized in Worksheet MSA 3.4.1 include 
inadequate forecasting of demand and inadequate capacity, resulting in long lead-times. 
Using the problem analysis and the SWOT analysis of the previous steps, we may derive
the first stage strategic objectives of the company:  

to improve forecasting and to improve inventory information  
to increase capacity and to increase the workforce skills base  
to simplify material flow to reduce setup times  
to reassess subcontracting and supplier policies  

Table 2.7 Example—summary of SWOT analysis  

 

Threats  Feature  Reason  

Economic  Interest rates  hold substantial inventory and raw materials  

Social & Political  Government legislation  customs procedures slow company 
operations  

Environmental 
legislation  

substantial use of water within the processes  

Market & Competition  Customer dependence  primarily dependent on a single customer  

Supplier dependence  have one principal steel supplier  

Products & 
Technology  

Substitute products  competitors developing a submersible pump  

Others  Raw materials  no national natural resources of iron or steel  

Opportunities  Feature  Reason  

Economic  Availability of credit  government assistance, low interest loans  

Level of employment easy to recruit and to retain workforce  

Demographic  Income levels  everyone receives low pay  

Age composition  relatively smooth between ages of 18 and 60  

Market & Competition  Customer plans  customers planning to expand  

Competitor plans  some competitors planning to leave the market  

Supplier plans  suppliers are increasing customer intimacy  
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Products & Technology New technology  long life pump with less corrosion  

Substitute products  own design rather than bought in  

Weakness  Feature  Reason  

Management & 
Organization  

Personnel 
policies  

old system still in operation  

Operations  Lead-times  long lead-time products, mainly due to raw 
materials  

Capacity  employee and machine under capacity  

Volume 
flexibility  

low labor Volume flexibility  

Location  far from export outlets  

Material 
availability  

difficult to obtain raw materials  

Performance  supplier relations and ordering of raw materials 
need improvement  

Strengths  Feature  Reason  

Management & 
Organization  

Management 
systems  

good control, computerized facilities, management aims 
to operate strategically, implementing business process 
reengineering  

Industrial 
relations  

good relations with the workforce  

Employee age  good range between 19 and 60, mean age of 30  

Operations  Quality  adopted ISO 9000 and quality procedures  

Design 
flexibility  

have competent technical engineers  

Dependability  company operates reliably  

Technology  company possesses better technology than national 
competitors  

Equipment age  company possesses relatively new machines  

Finance  Capital structure some machines have already depreciated,  
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Again, the example company will be used to illustrate the procedures involved. Although
a current documented manufacturing strategy for this example company is not available,
a series of manufacturing policies or practices in use can be extracted. These policies are
captured and examined in order to assess how adequately they meet the requirements of
the business and the manufacturing function.  

MSA 4.1—Current Policy Capture  
Table 2.8 summaries the current manufacturing policy of the example company, as 
captured using Worksheet MSA 4.1.1 .  

Financial 
planning  

finances take into account future conditions  

Accounting 
system  

organized and computerized system  

Others  Image of firm  the company has a good reputation for quality  

Table 2.8 Example—current manufacturing policies/practice  

Policy Area  Policies  

Capacity  Pitched at average demand, rapid capacity expansion required, minimum 
economic floor space, plant capacity uses three shifts running for 24 hours, 
subcontract for demand highs, expansion through new equipment.  

Facilities  Separated plants/split sites, cellular manufacturing focused on processes, 
simplifying material flow, medium manufacturing integration.  

Processes & 
Technology  

Flexible machining centers, high capital intensity, batch manufacture.  

Vertical 
Integration  

Low ownership integration, suppliers are subcontractors, when capacity 
meets demand will reduce subcontracted work, Kanban control of 
suppliers.  

Supplier 
Development  

Close links developed with suppliers, strong reliance on suppliers for 
subcontracting (due to demand increase), development of Kanban control 
with suppliers, suppliers to be as “local” as possible, still relatively 
competitive.  

Human Resources  Job skills improvement, general purpose teams, recruit qualified staff.  

Quality Systems  SPC, quality circles, in-process inspection, ISO 9000.  
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MSA 4.2—Current Policy Analysis  
The analysis of the current policies indicates that ( Worksheet MSA 4.2.1 ):  

• Capacity policies suggest a negative effect on Delivery lead-times, reliability and 
Volume flexibility.  

• Facilities policies suggest a slight negative effect on Delivery lead-times and reliability. 
• Process and technology are seen as having a restriction on volume and Design 

flexibility.  
• Vertical integration is seen as having very little effect.  
• Supplier development policies suggest a negative effect on quality and lead-times.  
• Human resources are seen as having a negative effect on quality due to the lack of 

skills.  
• Quality systems are seen as having a slight positive effect on quality and Delivery 

reliability.  
• Production planning and control suggest a positive effect on costs, but little effect 

elsewhere.  
• Product scope and new products policies suggest a slight negative effect on Delivery 

lead-time and Delivery reliability, but a slightly positive effect on Design flexibility.  
• Performance measures are seen as potentially having a positive effect.  
• Organization policies are seen as having positive effects on costs and quality.  

MSA 4.3—Future Strategy Formulation  
Table 2.9 indicates the key policy changes captured for the future strategy.  

Planning & 
Control  

Reduce inventory, Kanban control.  

Product Scope & 
New Products  

Originally planned to cease production of old product to make way for new 
product introduction. Demand for both products has increased. QFD, 
concurrent engineering utilized.  

Performance 
Measures  

Business ratios.  

Organization  Hierarchical and functional, manufacturing is relatively flat with cell 
leaders and cell operators  

Table 2.9 Example—future manufacturing policies  

Policy Area  Policies  

Capacity  Increase capacity through new equipment and new facility.  
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MSA 4.4—Future Policy Analysis  
This stage involves the application of the strategy relationship tables ( Tool/Technique 
MSA 4.1.2 ) to ensure that the policies captured are consistent and coherent. For example,
when considering the capacity policy with respect to expanding capacity, the company
should consider also how it relates to the decisions made concerning facilities location,
specification and functional integration, type of equipment and process focus, vertical
integration and labor policies. Additionally, the policies are assessed with respect to their
degree of compliance with the strategic objectives, key issues and problems identified
and their contribution to the competitiveness of the manufacturing function. The results
of the analysis of the future policies using Worksheet MSA 4.2.1 indicate that:  

• Capacity policies may have positive effects on design and Volume flexibility, but a 
slight negative effect on costs.  

• Facilities policies have positive effects on Delivery lead-times and reliability.  
• Process and technology policies may have positive effects on Delivery lead-times and 

reliability, and design and Volume flexibility.  
• Vertical integration policies may have very little effect.  
• Supplier development policies were seen as potentially having a slightly positive effect 

Facilities  New site development, adopt cellular manufacture where it is beneficial, 
trying to simplify material flow, split site between core businesses.  

Processes & 
Technology  

Single hit manufacture, apply technology only for the benefits, adopt 
standard modular machine tools rather than expensive flexible machine 
tools.  

Vertical 
Integration  

Not an issue.  

Supplier 
Development  

Change policy to farm out volume bits to subcontractors and not difficult 
bits.  

Human Resources  Develop job skills, increase quality concern, general purpose teams, recruit 
qualified staff.  

Quality Systems  Quality program, SPC, quality circles, in-process inspection, ISO 9000.  

Planning & 
Control  

Reduce inventory, improve control, simplify material flow, improved 
capacity planning required.  

Scope and New 
Products  

QFD, concurrent engineering.  

Performance 
Measures  

Business ratios.  

Organization  No major change in human organization.  
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on quality, Delivery reliability and costs.  
• Human resources policies may have a slightly positive effect on quality.  
• Quality systems policies have a positive effect on quality, Delivery reliability.  
• Production planning has a positive effect on costs and Delivery reliability.  
• Product scope and new products policies may have very little effect.  
• Performance measures were seen as potentially having a positive effect.  
• Organization policies may have slight positive effects on costs and quality.  
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Figure 2.3 Stage MSA 2—Basis for competitive requirements  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



Figure 2.4 Stage MSA 3—key issues  



Figure 2.5 Example—Product group requirements/performance profiles  



  



  



  



  

  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



 

Figure 2.6 Time line of the MSA/MSD cycle  



Figure 2.7 Stage MSA 4—strategic aims  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



 

 



 

 



 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  





CHAPTER THREE  
MS Strategy and System Design Interfacing  

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

This is the point at which, through a number of iterations, the process seeks to find the
appropriate action plans on the MS functions. The end result is to support and provide a
competitive advantage. As shown in Figure 3.1, it consists of two stages:  

Figure 3.1 Interfacing between MSA and MSD  

• Stage MSA/MSD 1—Strategic Initiatives. This stage defines how the strategic aims 
and MS policies specified in the previous stage will be achieved. It therefore 
represents the first steps of the MSA to MSD linking process. The key element of this 
stage is the development of action plans through which the company can attempt to 
implement the required strategies and policies.  

• Stage MSA/MSD 2—MSD Project Plans. This is the second stage of the MSA/MSD 
linking process. It involves the refinement of the action plans to specify particular 
MSD project(s). The project terms-of-reference are defined before the project itself is 
specified in terms of its constituent MSD tasks, together with their aims, targets and 
constraints.  



3.2 STAGE MSA/MSD 1—STRATEGY INITIATIVES  

As shown in Figure 3.2, this stage consists of two tasks. The first task involves the
identification of the main changes in MS strategy policies and decision areas. The second
task specifies action plans that implement the required changes. Again, the tasks involve
the completion of a series of tables and the selection and development of appropriate
action plans based on the results previously generated through the MSA/MSD process.
When applied to the example company, this stage produces the following results:  

 

Figure 3.2 Stage MSA/MSD 1—strategy initiatives  
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MSA/MSD 1.1—Policy Gap Analysis (Worksheet MSA/MSD 1.1.2)  
Within the example, no major changes can be immediately identified. However,
technology adoption is to be more restrained and focused, and a capacity increase is to be
achieved through the development of a new site and used to provide a focus for the site,
as shown in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 Example—statement of strategic initiatives  

Key Decision 
Areas  

Description 
of Strategic 
Aims  

Effect on Competitive Criteria  

Quality Lead-
time  

Delivery 
reliability

Design 
flexibility

Volume 
flexibility 

Cost

1 Capacity  Increase 
capacity 
through new 
equipment and 
facility.  

  +  +    +  −  

2 Facilities  New site 
development, 
adopt cellular 
manufacture 
where 
beneficial, try 
to simplify 
material flow, 
split site 
between core 
businesses.  

  +  +    +    

3 Processes & 
Technology  

Apply 
technology 
only for the 
benefits, adopt 
standard 
modular 
machine tools 
rather than 
expensive 
flexible 
machine tools.  

      −  −  +  

4 Supplier 
Development  

Change policy 
to farm out 

      –  –  +  
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MSA/MSD 5.2—Action Plan Development  
Based on the direction of the future strategy and the competitive requirements, the
following action plans are selected and recorded in Worksheet MSA/MSD 1.2.1 :  

• capacity expansion,  
• relocation and focusing of facilities,  
• equipment improvement,  
• workforce development,  
• order-to-Delivery lead-time reduction,  
• setup time reduction.  

volume bits to 
subcontractors. 

5 Human 
Resources  

Develop job 
skills, increase 
quality 
concern.  

+  +  +    +  +  

6 Quality 
Systems  

Continuous 
improvement 
of quality 
program, SPC, 
quality circles, 
in-process 
inspection, 
ISO 9000.  

+  +  +      +  

7 Planning 
and Control  

Reduce 
inventory, 
improve 
control, 
simplify 
material flow, 
improve 
capacity 
planning 
required.  

  +  +    +    

8 Scope & New 
Products  

QFD, 
concurrent 
engineering.  

+      +  +    

    Overall 
Effects  

+3  +5  +5  –1  +3  +3  
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3.3 STAGE MSA/MSD 2—MSD PROJECT PLANNING  

This stage completes the process of MSA/MSD interfacing. Associating future strategic
requirements with MSD tasks helps the analyst identify the relevant MSD tasks and
layout the project execution and system implementation plans.  

 

Figure 3.3 Stage MSA/MSD 2—MSD Project Planning  

As shown in Figure 3.3, it consists of four task documents. The first involves ranking and
weighting the previously selected action plans. This is achieved by responding to a
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number of questions based on the results previously generated, and on the intended MSD
project to be undertaken. The second task helps to specify detailed terms-of-reference for 
the planned MSD project(s) in terms of objectives, targets and constraints. The third task
involves the use of a number of linking tables to assist the selection of the appropriate
MSD tasks. This particular task is a slightly more complex process than most. However,
detailed instructions and other aids provided in the task document should make its
completion a structured and straightforward process.  

Finally, plans are produced for the execution of the design projects and the
implementation of the new system. When applied to the example company, this analysis
produces the following results:  

• Action Plan Selection —From the initial set of action plans chosen to implement the 
new manufacturing strategy, a selection of action plans are grouped using Worksheet 
MSA/MSD 1.2.1 to form the basis for the MSD project. For the purpose of illustration, 
only one overall project is assumed here. This project includes: (1) capacity expansion, 
(2) relocation, (3) reduce order to Delivery lead-time and (4) reduce setup times.  

• Terms of Reference Definition —Once the MSD project is defined with respect to the 
action plans it is aiming to implement, the next stage is to define the project’s terms of 
reference, particularly the project scope and objectives, using Worksheet MSA/MSD 
2.2.1.  

• MSD Project Scope —Existing product, existing system, redesign, physical system, 
factory to workstation levels (though predominantly product unit to workstation 
levels), initiated by business requirements, solutions driven by cells and JIT 
philosophies.  

• MSD Project Objectives —Reduce production costs, reduce lead-times, increase 
throughput, increase Volume flexibility, increase production volume, reduce non-
value-adding activities, and simplify material flow.  

• Task Selection —Following Task MSA/MSD 2.3, several sets of task selections can be 
generated for the example company. The utility values and/or the subsequent 
percentage values for each set of relationship tables indicate, in an approximate 
fashion, the degree of relevance of each task to the rationale behind their selection. 
The first-pass MSD tasks thus suggested are as summarized in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2 Example—initial MSD project plan and detailed MSD tasks  

Task Frame  
Order  

Major Tasks  Secondary Tasks  Additional Tasks  

System  
Function  

Process, Analysis  
Make versus Buy (1) 

Product Analysis  
Part Analysis  

–  

System  Capacity Demand  Functional Grouping  –  
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Structure  Structural Layout  
Integration- 
Modularization  

System  
Decisions  

–  –  Information Functions  
Decision Variables  

Physical System  Make versus Buy (2) 
Conceptual Capacity 

Process Planning  
Part Grouping  
Cell Formation  
Conceptual Layout  
Material Handling  
Factory storage  
Support  
Facilities  

Space Determination  

Organizational  
System  

–  Organization Structure  
Labor Policy  
Quality Policy  

Organization Culture  
Organization State  

Information  
System  

–  Planning and Control  Integration  
System Architecture  
Data Flows  

Manufacturing  Equipment Selection Domain Location/Layout –  
Detailed Cell Layout  
Workstation Layout  

Logistics  –  Storage Location  
Storage System  

Buffer Sizes  
Handling Path  
Handling Unit  

Support  –  Maintenance  
Tooling  
Supplies  
Setup Management  
Process Inspection  

Administration  

Building and Facilities –  Machine Services  Human Services  
Material Services  
Building  

Planning  –  Production Planning  
Scheduling  
Batch Sizes  
Volume Mix  

Shift Patterns  

Control  –  Control Systems  
Materials Management  

Data Collection  
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Human  –  Job Requirements  
Job Design  

Training  
Quality  
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CHAPTER FOUR  
Execution of MS System Design Tasks  

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

Progressing through the previous MSA/MSD processes will have helped to answer
questions like: where we are now? where do we need to be? and which route do we take?
Now it is time to tackle the key issue of how to get there, through the execution of the 
previously chosen MSD project(s). This chapter discusses how to find the best structure
for an MS system: one which will support the strategic objectives under the constraints
specified. Firstly, this chapter outlines the principles involved in the execution of MSD
tasks and their respective outputs within the overall MSM reference architecture of
system design. A generic MSD task document (Task Document MSD 1) will be provided 
as a template to help the execution of various MSD tasks. Secondly, the general
techniques of the tasks in each of the main design areas are presented, and, where
appropriate, worksheets and checklist provided. Together, these provide a complete set of
tools to help the execution of the necessary MSD tasks as identified in the required
project(s).  

Specifically, this chapter outlines the principles of the MSD tasks involved in each of
the six design areas, and provides generic worksheets to aid in their execution. In
comparison with the previous task documents, the task documents presented here will
provide only a generic template. In practice, the user may need to tailor it to suit the
specific MSD tasks required by their project. However, specific worksheets are provided
in each of the areas. Detailed accounts of the individual MSD tasks, including specific
analysis techniques and tools, have been presented previously in Manufacturing and 
Supply Systems Management (Wu 2000). The reader is, of course, advised to consult
other sources of information where necessary.  

4.2 MSD PROBLEM-SOLVING CYCLE: A GENERIC TASK 
DOCUMENT  

The general procedure for executing structured MSD tasks within the framework is
shown in Figure 4.1. In general, design is fundamentally the process of creating,
evaluating and selecting an alternative. Regardless of the problem to be addressed, the
execution of an MSD task should follow a problem-solving cycle, as depicted in the 



figure.  

 

Figure 4.1 The problem-solving cycle of MSD task execution  

As can be seen, the technique breaks the total task into a set of broad steps, and demands
certain fixed outputs from one stage before logically continuing to the next:  

• Generation of design concepts requires initiative to create a relatively comprehensive 
set of alternatives. The number of ideas produced should be as large as possible under 
the time and resources constraints. Initially, judgment at an intuitive level is sufficient 
for a first-pass analysis of these ideas to identify any candidates which appear to meet 
the strategic/task objectives, and at the same time, not to violate constraints. Following 
the above, the aim of the evaluation of concepts is to identify which solutions have the 
greatest outcome value—as measured by the performance criterion—for the least risk. 
This process involves the most scientific elements in the cycle of systems analysis. 
The tasks involved here can be divided into two categories: model building and 
outcome evaluation.  

• Model building is needed to provide the analytical tools. The type of modeling 
techniques used to evaluate the alternatives is diverse, and includes mathematical, 
physical and simulation models. However, their application here can be divided into 
two main groups: for static analysis—to evaluate the design options’ capabilities of 
satisfying the general demands upon the system; and for dynamic analysis—to predict 
the options’ transient behavior and, hence, the ability to cope with the dynamic 
operating conditions.  
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• Outcome evaluation. With the help of a properly constructed model, the performance of 
the system under each of the alternatives may be tested via a comparison of either 
quantitative or qualitative results. For any MS system design under consideration, there 
are two sets of criteria to be assessed. The first question is to ask whether the system 
fulfills the requirements initially specified through the MSA processes. The second 
criterion in any real setting will be that of financial justification—whether the system 
will generate enough returns to justify the investment. On the basis of the evaluation, it 
is possible to make a rational decision about whether to implement the system, 
consider further development of the design, or terminate the task.  

The generic MSD task document (Task Document MSD 1) and its worksheets follow this
structured problem-solving approach. It can be adopted to help the execution of the
majority of MSD tasks within the MSM framework. Although the following discussion
focuses on the design of manufacturing processes, the principles and techniques are
usually equally applicable to the supply aspects of an organization.  

4.3 MSD TASK OUTPUTS WITHIN THE MS SYSTEM STRUCTURE  

Typically, the engineering design of a product requires a number of documents to be
produced: part drawings to define the geometrical features of the items such as shape and
dimension, part lists and drawings to show how these parts should be assembled, and
procedures to specify how the product should be tested and operated. The requirement is
identical when specifying an MS system. The complete specification has to include a
number of documents, each providing design information about a specific part of the
system—in this case, in the areas of physical facilities, information, human resources and
organization. In addition, rules and cross-checking mechanisms should be provided to
show how different parts of the system should be interrelated to guarantee system
integrity, and how they should function cooperatively when put into practice.  

As outlined in Chapter 1, the complete MSM framework consists of two domains: the
MSM tasks specifying the analytical and design processes, and the reference architecture
providing the logical basis for the complete specification of a manufacturing and supply
system. The three related phases of the overall structure shown in Figure 1.8 represent the
main design steps: system requirement definition, conceptual design, and detailed design.
The first defines the system boundary, the second develops the basic principles by which
the system will work, and the third provides detailed accounts of what is required and,
hence, a complete design. The outputs, which are the results from various tasks along the
MSA/MSD cycle, are summarized in Figure 4.2. As shown, the results from the relevant
MSA and MPM tasks will have specified the overall strategic requirements for the
system, together with detailed targets for the MSD tasks (the core area). The execution of
the MSD tasks then provide the detailed contents for system design.  

With a greenfield project, one starts with the set of objectives and then creates a system
model that fits the intended purpose with little need to consider an existing system. More
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often, however, when the projects concerned are of the brownfield or continuous
improvement types, one has to consider the existing system, analyze its structure, and
then try to modify it to fulfill the future requirements. This allows the incorporation of
experience already gained, but the options available could be constrained and the ideas
limited. In either case, through the route-planning of the previous MSA/MSD process, 
one or more MSD projects will have been specified. Each of these projects contains a
number of related design tasks relevant for a particular stage in the design process, as
well as a particular MS architecture or sub-architecture. With the help of the reference 
model of MS system structure shown in Figure 4.2, the user can identify the elements of
results from each of the relevant MSD tasks and validate their relationships within the
complete structure of an MS organization.  

 

Figure 4.2 Overall reference structure for the complete specification of an MS 
system  

Generally speaking, the MSD tasks at the system requirement definition stage are
associated with the conceptual design of an MS system, producing results and decisions
that outline the overall purpose, characteristics and structure of the system. The results
from these tasks include system models that specify required manufacturing and logistic
functions. Each of these functions has a related catalog of products, together with a
hierarchy of control systems that process information. In addition, the conceptual
modeling specifies the long-term production capacity to be achieved in terms of the 
average or static capacity levels:  
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• The function specification outlines what to make versus buy, and how to make or buy 
it, as required. It defines the system’s boundary of operation and draws a map of the 
transformation and supply processes through products and parts definition, definition 
of capacity requirement, manufacturing and supply function model (e.g., IDEF0 or 
SCOR—a supply chain specification—model).  

• The structure specification outlines the overall system structure in terms of system sites 
and their geographical location and layout.  

• The decision specification provides the operational procedures required to run the 
system.  

In relation to the above, the MSD tasks at the subsequent conceptual/detailed design
stages will specify, list and organize the system entities at the three system layers. The
detailed design stage essentially transforms the conceptual model into detailed
specifications. To summarize, there are three main areas to be considered in the detailed
design stage: the selection of production and supply technology, together with the
selection of transportation and storage facilities; the organization and layout of the
technology; and the detailed design of the control system, including both hardware and
software. The output from this stage will be a design which is accurate to a high level, and
detailed enough for the actual system implementation. The results from this stage
includes:  

 

Figure 4.3 Function definition—cross-checking between MS functions and 
information  
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• The physical elements of the manufacturing and supply process area: equipment list, 
cellular configuration, cell layout, material flow definition, material handling process, 
tooling system design, inspection system design, maintenance system design, storage 
and warehouse design, and transportation, etc. These are items utilized by the system 
to carry out the transformation and supply processes.  

• The manufacturing and supply information system at the information and control layer, 
whose structure and contents can be specified using the standard methods such as data 
flow diagram (DFD) to specify its functionality, and the entity-relationship (ER) model 
to define its database structure. In addition, the software and hardware need to be 
chosen or developed for the system’s implementation.  

• The human and organization structure layer describes the structure of the entity, 
including: organization structure (in terms of systems sites, departments and 
personnel), job design, training procedures, and other human resource policies and 
practice, as shown.  

In reality, the completion of a system design is unlikely to be achieved sequentially, since 
MSD decisions in each area will have implications for the others. Therefore, some of the
results produced within the three overlapping layers also serve the purpose of defining the
nature of the interactions between the two layers involved, and thus provide a logical
means of system-wide cross-checking. Through a number of iterations, the validity of
each of the individual layers, as well as the overall integrity of the entire system structure,
can be guaranteed:  

 

Figure 4.4 Decision definition—cross-checking between MS organization and 
information  
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• The function definition provides cross-checking between products/parts and facilities 
through production processes and function/facility matrix; and between functions and 
the information system through function/data entity matrix (Figure 4.3)  

• The decision definition specifies the interaction between the information and the 
organization structures through the organization/operation matrix, and the 
operation/data entity matrix. The former defines the roles and responsibilities of the 
employees, in terms of the cross-relationship between the organization (departments 
and/or personnel) and the operational functions within the system. The later specifies 
the relationship between the operational procedures and the data entities of the 
information system. Together, these two matrices define the employees’ responsibility 
and access for data operation, decisions and MS functions (Figure 4.4).  

• The structure definition further specifies the organizational structure and responsibility 
by mapping the cross-relationship between the organizational departments and the MS 
processes: the site/function matrix helps to clarify which MS functions are to be 
located on which site; and the department/facility matrix specifies which MS 
equipment and facilities are required by which departments (Figure 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5 Structure definition—cross-checking between MS organization and 
functions  
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4.4 MSD TASKS—SYSTEM FUNCTIONS  

The MSD tasks of this group aim to produce a conceptual design for the MS system
under consideration. Such a model covers the system in a general sense and develops the
basic principles by which the systems will operate. It does this by specifying the activities
necessary for the system to perform its intended task. It thereby provides a framework of
further decomposition by outlining the basic building blocks. These blocks will be
comprised of a combination of the required manufacturing and supply functions and, to a
certain extent, the necessary controlling functions.  

4.4.1 General Process  

The main process involved here is shown in Figure 4.6. For illustration purposes, only a 
few MSD tasks are outlined in this diagram. There a few MSD tasks belonging to this
area that are not shown on the diagram. However, they should also follow this general
path to enhance the design.  

Engineering analysis of products (output: products/parts definition)  

The market requirements will have defined the product range and the competitive stance,
and these will have a major influence upon the system to be designed. The desired
product range may include new products, enhanced products, and different quantities of
current products. The information gathered about these should include the products’ 
expected parts lists. Each component part should be identified and recorded in a desired
part catalog. Estimates of demands for all products should also be obtained. A current
product catalog should be created. This should identify the quantities of finished parts to
be dispatched, showing cyclical variations if necessary. For each product listed in the
catalog, a part list should be produced, allowing creation of a current part catalog
specifying every part that must be manufactured or procured, together with the demand
levels, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.6 General processes within the function MSD domain  



Process analysis (output: production process definition)  

By considering the manufacturing process for each part identified, it is possible to
identify the manufacturing functions needed in the system. The necessary functions
should be recorded in a desired manufacturing function library. Next it is necessary to
identify the different types and capacities of functions required in the manufacturing
system. Identification of process plans for each part in the current part catalog allows the
functions to be identified. These functions should be recorded as a manufacturing
function list. When cross referenced to the current part catalog, it is then possible to
calculate the total capacity demands for each function using estimated operation duration.
It will also be possible to cross reference the manufacturing functions to the plant
register, and thus give a reflection on the ability of the system to provide for the required
processes.  

Analysis capacity requirement (output: capacity requirement)  

By comparing the currently available manufacturing capacity (both in-house and 
subcontracted) to the desired manufacturing capacity, the currently unavailable
manufacturing functions/capacities can be identified. Before further action can be taken,
it is necessary to decide how the expertise to support these functions will be provided.
There are three options available: bringing it in from an outside company, developing the
expertise in-house and subcontracting the work.  

Manufacturing function modeling (output: manufacturing function model)  

This consists of the physical systems description and the control systems description.
Following the above, the manufacturing functions at this stage may be modeled and
described using input/output cascade (or the IDEF0 technique—see Section 4.4.2). This 
allows the process plans to accurately represent flows from one department or function to
another. The departments identified will need further decomposition later to allow full
assessment of the problems. The control functions can then be described following the
information flows. The company’s current operating procedures will provide the starting
point for this analysis.  

The results from the above will provide a functional specification of the system being
analyzed and designed. The model should be in greater detail in areas that are expected to
require further analysis and design actions. In general, the resultant functional
specification of the system from the above should be checked against the structure of the
prototype system model and the associated prerequisite conditions described in Section 
4.4.3. This will help highlight areas that may be inconsistent, and therefore, likely to be 
sources of problems. Specifically, the strategic issues previously specified for the system
should also be taken into consideration to guide its construction, and to make sure it will 
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fulfill the requirements.  

4.4.2 Function Modeling Tool: IDEF 0 

 

IDEF0 is a tool that can be used for the functional specification of an MS system. An 
IDEF model is a structured representation of the functions of the system and the flow of
material and information which interrelate to these functions. The basic element of an
IDEF0 model is called a function block, such as the one shown in Figure 4.7.  

 

Figure 4.7 A top-level function block  

The individual function blocks are linked together through the inputs, the outputs, the
mechanism and the controls. When an input is utilized to create an output, a function will
be actuated. The performance of the function is carried out through a mechanism and
under the guidance of the control. The inputs to a function entering the function block
from the left are usually (but not necessarily) consumed by the function to produce
outputs. Raw materials are typical examples of these. The mechanism, represented by an
arrow entering the function block from below, indicates the resources which are required
to carry out the transformation process—such as machines, trucks, operators and drivers. 
All resources shown must be used as means to achieve the function. Finally, the controls
which enter from the top of the block only influence the transformation process and will
not be consumed or processed themselves.  

Taking advantage of the hierarchical characteristics of an MS system, it is by nature a
top-down approach. That is, it exposes one new level of detail at a time, beginning at the
highest level by modeling the system as a whole. At the uppermost level, a function block
is usually labeled as function A0, which represents the overall system objectives and 
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system boundary. In accordance with the hierarchical nature of a system, an IDEF0 model 
can be decomposed level by level to describe each of the sub-systems within the 
structure, and this can be done to any level of detail. If, for example, A0 consists of four 
sub-functions, then they will be called A1, A2, A3, and A4. Each of these sub-functions, 
together with their associated inputs, outputs, controls and resources, may themselves be
decomposed into the next level in the hierarchy. The sub-function blocks at the next level 
will be named as A11, A12, …, A21, A22, …, and A41, A42, …, etc. This provides a means 
of decomposing and allows a function of the system to be examined in detail while
maintaining overall perspective. Thus, it allows the emergent properties of a system to be
recognized at all times.  

 

Figure 4.8 Level-1 decomposition of a function model  

A description of a top-level function will identify the purpose of the system, and the
competitive stance to be taken. The inputs will normally include all the materials and
parts which are bought in for the MS process. These can then be organized to produce a
more detailed system structure by decomposing the top-level model until the level 
concerning the component MS function is reached. The outputs will include a summary
of the information given in the desired part catalog. For example, the top-level function 
model of Figure 4.7—which reveals the general context and structure of an MS 
organization characterized by make-to-order production and delivery services—may be 
decomposed into the following four areas (Figure 4.8):  
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• Formulating production/service plan, involving the sales department, costing control, 
design office, and production planning departments of an MS organization.  

• Designing and developing product/service to order, involving the design office, 
development, testing and quality departments.  

• Gathering resources, involving the purchasing and stock control department.  
• Producing and delivery products/service, including parts producing activities, sub-

assembly and final assembly operations, logistics and transportation. These involve the 
machine shops and assembly lines, the production control, and the dispatch 
departments.  

From a systems perspective, therefore, the functional structure of this example MS 
system may be described from the uppermost level, A 0 , down to its lower levels of 
decomposition, as listed below:  

A 0 MAKE AND DELIVER TO CUSTOMER ORDER  

  A1 FORMULATE MANUFACTURING/SERVICE PLAN  

    A11 Sale and Contract  

    A12 Plan Production Schedule  

    A13 Plan Delivery Schedule  

  A2 DESIGN AND DEVELOP PRODUCT/SERVICE TO ORDER  

    A21 Control Design and Development Process  

    A22 Develop Prototype  

      A221 prepare advanced drawings  

      A222 make and test prototype(s)  

      A223 prepare final drawings and part lists  

  A3 GATHER RESOURCES  

    A31 Plan Material and Capacity Requirements  

    A32 Gather Resources  

      A321 acquire production capacities  

      A322 acquire materials and bought-out items  

  A4 PRODUCE AND DELIVER PRODUCTS/SERVICE  

    A41 Control Production Activities  

    A42 Carry Out Production Activities  

      A421 produce parts of products  

      A422 produce sub-assemblies of products  

      A423 produce final assembly  
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4.4.3 Conditions for Effective System Structure and Operation  

The conceptual design plays the most important role in determining the nature and
characteristics of the system. Attention should be focused on the structure of the existing
system, including its elements, relationships, boundaries, environment, and functions, as
well as its strengths and weaknesses. Based on the structure of a generic system model,
this section provides a list of pre-conditions for the effective systems operation. This list
can be used to help check the soundness of a conceptual MS model under consideration.  

Despite their diversity, all systems have some characteristics in common. This has led
to the development of systems thinking: an attempt to explain the fundamental structure
and nature of systems in a logical way. A key feature is the concept of viewing the
situation or domain from a global perspective and of breaking this down into separate
functions, at the same time taking their relationships into consideration. Fundamentally,
the system analyst/designer should: (a) develop an understanding of a prototype system
structure and keep a mental picture of this in mind; (b) whenever relevant, try to
recognize and analyze a situation with such a system’s perspective; (c) try to apply the 
structure and the associated pre-conditions of a prototype model to assist in the search for
effective system solutions.  

 

Figure 4.9 System viewed as a process/function  

An MS system can be viewed as a collection of processes which are interrelated in an
organized way and cooperate towards the accomplishment of the strategic ends. That is, it

      A424 test final assembly  

    A43 Deliver Products To Customer  

      A431 prepare and pack products  

      A432 transport and deliver products  
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consists of a collection of transformation processes which convert a set of inputs to a set
of outputs, as shown in Figure 4.9. The inputs and outputs are the main interfaces 
amongst the processes, and between the system itself and the outside world. The MS
system is the totality of such processes and their relationships. A MS system is
hierarchical in nature, because the system at one level can be a sub-system or even a 
component of higher systems. For instance, a number of systems can normally be
identified within an MS company at a departmental level. It is apparent that all of the
systems at this particular level must operate within the company system, which is one
level up in the hierarchy and, hence, an upper system of the departmental systems.
Conversely, depending on the number of hierarchical levels involved, a system at a
particular level of the hierarchy may be further divided into sub-systems and components, 
each of which will receive inputs and transform them into outputs. For example, within a
departmental system, each of its task teams may be considered as a sub-system. The 
relationship between a sub-system and the system is equivalent to that between the
system and its upper system. That is, a sub-system can be a total system in itself, 
consisting of all the components, attributes and relationships necessary to achieve the
objective which the upper system has mandated. The company itself can be a system
within the upper system of a business corporation. An upper system influences its
constituent system by laying out its operational goals, checking its performance and
supporting its operation. In relation to this view, a checklist of pre-conditions for its 
effective structure and operation can be provided as follows.  

The required overall system/sub-system structure  

Manufacturing/supply systems are open systems. Such systems must have a set of
operational processes which regulate or control the system’s operational processes 
through communication of information. In system terms, this is the feedback-control 
function. System feedback takes place whenever information about any of the system’s 
outputs is used to correct its operation. The essential components of a typical feedback
control, within the MS context, include those illustrated in Figure 4.10.  
These components include:  

• an MS function that results in a controlled system parameter or condition,  
• a monitoring function which measures the current status of the condition,  
• a decision-making function that compares the current state of the condition with a 

desired goal/objective, and  
• a control action that, when necessary, changes the MS operation towards the 

achievement of the desired goal.  
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Figure 4.10 Overall structure of a functional system  

Production control, for instance, is one of the many feedback controls exercised within an
MS environment. Other examples include: quality control, cost control and purchase
control. Therefore, for any system/sub-system to function, all of the necessary parts as
shown in Figure 4.10 must exist within the system boundary. Also, feedback control may
appear at more than one level. A higher level control governs the lower levels by
monitoring their overall performances and setting the desired reference levels for them.
The concept of such a control hierarchy is closely related to the concept of system
hierarchy, as shown in Figure 4.11.  

Effective communication mechanisms  

Effective communication is one of the prerequisites for successful control. Internally, the
various sub-systems must communicate effectively in order to achieve successful control
and policy/decision implementation. To increase overall system efficiency, close external
links must be established between the organization and its customers, suppliers, and any
other relevant bodies,. Accordingly, effective communication mechanisms must be
specified along this hierarchical structure of control. Communications within an MS
organization take place either vertically or horizontally. Vertical communication includes
both downward and upward pathways of information flow, corresponding to the two
portions of the control loop. Communications can also take place along horizontal paths
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at the department-to-department and person-to-person levels. These are mostly concerned
with the process of actual input/output transformation. Communications within an MS
organization can be established through either human-activity or physical-activity based 
means. The former are normally associated with higher levels of the management
hierarchy, such as meetings and discussions, or communication through telephone, e-
mail, or other e-business means. The later are associated with computer-based process 
control of machines and other facilities.  

 

Figure 4.11 Hierarchy of control within an MS operation  

Adequate sub-system structures  

The necessary sub-systems should be designed and implemented properly so that they
perform their intended tasks adequately:  

• Adequate understanding of the MS transformation processes. To design and implement 
a control mechanism, the process to be controlled must be understood to a required 
level of technical detail, including its inputs, outputs, flows, states, behavior, etc.  

• Ability to cope with disturbances. Sufficient resources and flexible utilization should be 
employed for the key functions. As reflected by one of the basic rules of JIT 
philosophy, a focus on the provision of sufficient capacity, rather than its level of 
utilization, is necessary to cope with unpredictable disturbances from the market and 
environment.  

• Adequate measurement of the transformation processes. According to the objectives or 
goals of the organization, one must be able to measure relevant process parameters in 
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    an adequate manner. This applies equally down the control hierarchy. That is, the 
strategies and policies adopted at various levels of the organization must be coherent, 
and the choice of measurement and the frequency and accuracy of measurement must 
be in line with the overall operational aims.  

• Appropriate managerial sub-system. The managerial sub-systems must be capable of 
making the right decisions for the particular processes being controlled. In addition to 
human issues, clearly defined decision/operational procedures play an important role.  

In fact, it should be apparent to the reader that the MSM framework closely follows the
principles outlined above, as reflected by its processes for coherent strategy and goal-
setting, by its structure of closed-loop MS management, and by the contents of its system
reference model.  

4.5 MSD TASKS—SYSTEM STRUCTURE  

Having defined how the parts are to be made in terms of the required functions and
capacity allocation (in-house or externally), the identified functions must next be
organized in such a way that the objectives laid down can be fulfilled effectively. The
general processes involved are as shown in Figure 4.12. The top layer model will present
the system operation as a single function with identified inputs and outputs. A number of
different groupings can be achieved at the lower levels of decomposition, dependent on
the criteria applied to the decomposing process. Hence, a few system options may be
generated with different organizational structure and technologies. All of these, however,
aim to fulfill the same set of outputs, and each will have a different chance of success.  

Decomposition by site—supply and distribution network modeling  

As a major MS design decision, the make-or-buy decision should be considered for each
of the major parts involved. Subcontracting, for example, has several advantages. It is a
major method of increasing the flexibility of capacity; it can be used to provide extra
capacity during peak periods or even meet 100% of the requirements for a particular
function, thus allowing the company to develop and fully utilize its own expertise. It also
allows the provision of manufacturing expertise which is outside the range of the current
MS system so that a wider range of technologies may be utilized. The additional
advantages include reduced inventory and reduced short-term risks. Potential problems
include hidden costs—such as that of managing the infrastructure required—and hidden
dangers, related to the lack of control over quality and delivery. Once the decisions are
made, a subcontract function register should be created to formally record manufacturing
functions which are available to the system, but outside the organization.  
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Figure 4.12 General processes within the system structure MSD domain  

In relation to the make-or-buy decision are the problems of facility location planning
which deals with the problems of geographical location of the production facilities, the
location of distribution facilities, and supply management. A well planned distributed MS
network allows a company to take advantage of economical, financial and technological
factors related to facilities located in different geographical locations. The aim is
generally to plan and coordinate all the MS activities necessary to provide the customers
with required service levels at the minimum possible cost. This is done through
coordination of information and material flow from the market place and from the
suppliers to the manufacturing system, and from the manufacturing system back to
suppliers and customers. A supply network potentially involves a number of
manufacturing plants, warehouses, distribution depots, and the actual transportation
between suppliers and customers. The following need to be taken into consideration:  

• Types of distribution network. When designing the structure of a supply network, 
issues such as the number of materials/parts/products to be handled, capacity 
restrictions, and the number of stages in the logistics network all have an impact on the 
final solutions. The structure of a distribution network itself can be specified according 
to: (a) a single echelon network that can involve either one-or two-stage networks; and 
(b) a multi-echelon network, as shown in Figure 4.13. The design of one-stage 
networks does not need to consider inbound transport. In contrast, the structuring of 
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    multi-echelon networks consists of various levels of facilities between a set of sources 
and a set of clients, dealing with the simultaneous location of manufacturing plants, 
warehouses and depots.  

• Manufacturing location analysis. Manufacturing location analysis depends on plant 
location factors, which can be grouped or summarized under the following categories: 
(a) Transfer costs, which result from the movement of raw material and finished 
products to and from the plants to market; (b) Production costs, which include all 
expenses necessary to convert raw materials into finished goods, and which are usually 
variable and dependent on the geographical location; (c) Maintenance costs, which will 
again be different for different site locations; (d) External economies of location, which 
refer to cost reductions resulting from the geographical clustering of sites; (e) 
Intangible location factors, which include items such as personal contacts, influences 
of management, human needs and desires.  

 

Figure 4.13 Different types of supply/distribution network  
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Decomposition by product/process matrix  

Manufacturing technology has been pictured as a continuum ranging from process
industry through production lines—large and small batch—and finally, to job shops 
(Figure 4.14). While this helps to identify the general technology requirement, a number 
of different technologies and approaches may be applied for the same product/process
combination. Flexible manufacturing systems and group technology, for example, are
two ideas which have been applied to the mid-volume/mid-variety part of this continuum. 

Figure 4.14 Product/process matrix  

Decomposition by competitive characteristics  

Certain parts of the product range may fall into different categories due to variation in the
ways that products compete in their market places. Thus, some products require high
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quality and others require low cost, although the manufacturing functions are essentially
the same. Therefore, the competitive characteristics of the products/Product groups, as 
identified at the MSA stages, may be used as the criteria for the decomposition of a
system, so that necessary facilities can be offered according to particular requirements.  

4.6 MSD TASKS—SYSTEM DECISION  

Each physical function defined in the conceptual model will require that its own
internal/external control system be elucidated. Different areas of the system will have
different requirements for the type of control needed. Important considerations here
include the level of synchronization required, the amount of information to be processed
by the system, and the time required for processing. To achieve satisfactory operation, it
is essential that the different control systems be effectively coordinated.  

 

Figure 4.15 General processes within the system decision MSD domain  

In general, an operational procedure should be specified using Worksheet MSD D1 and 
D2 for each of the core functions identified from the functional model (Figure 4.15). As 
can be seen, such operational procedures help to specify the activities to be carried out,
the decision processes to be followed, the parameters to be controlled, and the targets to
be achieved by the function concerned. As shown in Figure 4.16, based on the strategic 
requirements of the system, the MSA and the MPM processes will have specified specific
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measures and targets for their operations (Worksheets MPM 1.1 and 2.1 ). This stage of 
system design is where such objectives are transferred into operational criteria and tied to
the various levels of systems management, thus becoming an integral part of system
operation. Therefore, the performance measures specified in Worksheet MSD 2.1 should 
always be tied to the system’s current goals and objectives. Again, the representation of
the required controlling functions on the physical system can be achieved in a top-down 
manner, with a control function superimposed on each level of the decomposition. These
control functions can be further decomposed to provide a more detailed description of the
information processing involved. The collection of completed operational procedures
may be used for a number of purposes: e.g., as operational manuals to help decision-
making and controlling of system functions, or as the basis for evaluating, implementing
and operating a software system such as an ERP. Note that a control system need not
always be computer based. The Kanban card method, for example, is a common non-
computerized control approach.  

 

Figure 4.16 Operational criteria derived from MS strategy  

In practice, operational procedures are traditionally paper-based. However, hyper-media 
technologies are increasingly being used for documentation and management within the
intranet environment of an organization. The generic structure of a task-centered, multi-
media information (TCMM) system for such purposes is shown in Figure 4.17. With a 
task-centered user interface, online referencing, digital manuals and an integrated 
computer-based training (CBT) module, a web-based documentation system can be used 
to provide a user-friendly information environment. Such a system can be used at various
levels within an MS organization as a reference library to provide information about
product data and operational procedures; a task-centered, interactive system to help carry 
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out online operations; and a computer-aided training tool to train the company’s 
managers/operators. Such technology provides facilities for the electronic format of
documentation and its distribution, and allows the system to combine the capabilities of
formerly separate entities such as animation, graphics, video, text, etc. With an open
system structure, the system can link documents of various types in a task-centered way. 
More specifically, the main features of such a system are:  

• Electronic documentation. A digitized reference library provides information such as 
product data and operational procedures (Module a). A web-based database of 
reference manuals provides a means of supplying company personnel with 
comprehensive tools for looking up procedures and product information. A web-based 
document management system, delivered through the organization’s intranet, also 
solves some of the problems associated with paper-based documents. An obvious 
advantage is the reduction of effort and cost in updating and maintaining the contents 
of the system. Once the electronic workbook of operational procedures is up and 
running, any site connected to the network can access the most relevant and up-to-date 
information. The same access may also be achieved through a CD-ROM based 
approach.  

• Task-centered approach. The task-centered concept may be used to provide all the 
information relating to a particular function/process online directly at the point where 
the tasks are to be executed. This allows the user to navigate through the system as 
required and to access the relevant information in a focused way. The efficiency can 
be further enhanced by providing photographs or video of complex setups, special 
fixture configurations, etc.  

Such an approach also provides a means of “institutionalizing” the MSM procedures 
within an MS organization. Cases of application in industry can be found in Chapter 7.  

4.7 MSD TASKS—PHYSICAL FACILITIES  

Some of the main tasks involved here include: MS technology acquisition, selection of 
MS machines and facilities, cellular formation and cell/plant layout, material-handling, 
warehouse and transposition design. The general processes involved are as shown in 
Figure 4.18.  

Selection of facilities  

The requirements specified by the conceptual model provide guidance to appropriate
technology. Several of the identified functions may be fulfilled by a single machine.
Nevertheless, more than one machine is usually available to serve a particular MS 
function. It is therefore necessary to provide detailed specifications for the selection of
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most suitable items of the plant. Normally it is necessary to utilize the current plant to
minimize the costs involved whenever possible. Each item of the plant should be
considered for its possible application by assessing it against the hierarchy of criteria
which have been identified previously.  

 

Figure 4.17 Generic structure of a TCMM system for the documentation and 
management of MS operational procedures  

Having allocated the current plant items, certain capacity requirements will remain
unfulfilled or only partially fulfilled. Therefore, it is next necessary to establish what new
MS technology and facilities should be used to satisfy the remaining requirements. It is
first necessary to assess what equipment is currently available on the market. This is one
of the best opportunities to look for innovative options, since there are less constraints
attached. The results from the SWOT should be taken into consideration for the analysis.  

Organization and layout of facilities  

This consists of facility grouping and physical layout. The grouping of facilities is
important, particularly their organization into cells. The aims and techniques of cellular
formation can be found easily in the literature (e.g., Wu 1994). In general, the objectives
of the physical layout of cells and other facilities should be in agreement with the overall
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objectives, and will often fall within one of three categories:  

 

Figure 4.18 General processes within the process MSD domain  

• Minimization of the cost of materials handling and movement,  
• Minimization of congestion and delay, and  
• Maximized utilization of space, facilities and labor.  

The key here is simplicity. It is particularly important to simplify material flows when 
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distributed-MS and advanced-MS systems are concerned. This must be achieved within 
cells/sites, as well as between them. To achieve the best layout of work-centers within 
cells, and the location of cells and departments in relation to one another, the space
requirements of the previously identified functional groupings should first be established.
These should be estimated on the basis of expected floor space for each of the plant items
previously identified.  

Following the above, the individual site and its departments must now be positioned.
The decisions can be made using both the quantitative information generated and the
constraints identified earlier. The decisions must be recorded as a map of the locations.  

Warehouse location and transportation analysis  

The number and geographic locations of warehouses are determined by manufacturing
locations and markets, as specified by the supply-distribution network model. 
Warehouses can be classified as follows:  

• Market-positioned warehouses are close to the market served in order to replenish 
inventory rapidly and at the lowest cost of transportation.  

• Production-positioned warehouses are located close to manufacturing plants, so as to 
improve customer service.  

• Intermediately positioned warehouses are located between customers and plants to 
achieve a balance between customer service and distribution cost.  

Frequently, transportation and warehouse issues should be taken into consideration
simultaneously (Figure 4.19). The main requirement or advantage of adding warehouse in 
a supply system is to reduce distribution cost and/or improve customer service level. So
far as the transportation economies are concerned, the following general rules apply:  
• Warehouse justification. A single warehouse is considered as a consolidation point for 

transportation shipment. A sufficient volume of shipments has to be available to justify 
the fixed cost of the warehouse facility.  

• Transportation cost minimization. As the warehouse is added, total transportation cost 
decreases. As long as the total cost of warehousing, including local delivery, is equal to 
or less than the total cost of direct shipments to customers, the facility is economically 
viable.  

Materials Handling  

The concepts and techniques regarding materials handling are relevant within the
boundary of the entire manufacturing and supply system. They can be used to analyze
and design the materials handling system of a particular site, or employed to tackle the
same problems across the entire supply chain. Materials handling may be defined as the
techniques employed to move, transport, store, or distribute materials, with or without the
aid of mechanical devices, with three main aspects:  
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Figure 4.19 General MSD processes of distribution and material handling  

• Materials flow: the flow of materials into, through, and away from the MS system.  
• Management: the effective planning, control, review and improvement of the 

movements, handling and storage of materials.  
• Technology: the techniques associated with the movement, handling and storage of 

materials. This MSD area also covers the issues related to the materials handling 
within cellular-based manufacturing environments.  

The very complexity of the materials handling aspects of an MS system and their 
overbearing influence on the resulting systems performance demands that decisions 
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taken in this area are closely related to organizational objectives if the performance of the
organization is not to be impaired. The task should begin with a step to analyze the
system’s strategic requirements, and consists of a number of interrelated steps. Typically
these include:  

• system requirement analysis,  
• material flow analysis,  
• unit load selection,  
• inter-cell equipment selection,  
• inside-cell equipment selection, and  
• system evaluation.  

4.8 MSD TASKS—INFORMATION AND CONTROL  

A manufacturing/supply operation can only be controlled effectively if the machines,
operators and managers have the means to communicate to each other effectively. The
MSD tasks in this area will deal with the analysis and specification of the organized data
structure within an MS information system (MIS). The major tasks include design of the
databases, the selection and location of hardware and software, and the selection of
managerial roles which will be responsible for certain decision centers. The key
requirements for the complete definition of an MS information system include the
specification of process/functional structure, data structure, dynamic sequence of data,
and cross-checking to ensure system integrity. Accordingly, the following tools can be 
used for the design tasks in this area:  

• A function diagram (such as relatively high-level IDEF0 models) to define the 
functions involved in various operational areas.  

• A data flow diagram (DFD) to specify the data flows into and out of these functions, as 
well as data links within the functions.  

• A logical data model (LDM) to identify the relationship between data entities.  
• An entity life history (ELH) to specify the life sequence of an entity, if required.  

Process/functional specification: data flow diagram  

Function diagrams, such as those specified by the IDEF model of the MS system, are
normally used first to specify the functions involved in the various operational areas of an
organization. Having established such a functional hierarchy, it is then necessary to
examine the data required for their operation, frequently by using a DFD to show:  

• what data are needed to perform the functions,  
• how data enter and leave the functions,  
• where the data are stored,  
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• which functions generate changes of the data, and  
• who provide, use and modify the data.  

 

Figure 4.20 Example of an MS functional structure  

For instance, suppose from the function hierarchy of the example order-handling MS
system, the function blocks highlighted in Figure 4.20 are identified as the key functions
to the processing of customer orders. Then a DFD of order-processing may be developed
as shown in Figure 4.21. As can be seen, a DFD is a functional picture of the flows of
data through the system. Similar to IDEF modeling, their development also follows a top-
down process. Thus, a high level DFD can be developed into its lower levels of
decomposition.  

Data structure definition: logical data model  

Next, an LDM is required to specify the data requirements of the system. The relational
data model based on entity-relationship diagrams is perhaps the most widely adopted
approach for this purpose. Such data representation uses the following concepts:  
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Figure 4.21 Example DFD model derived from an MS function  

• Entity. An entity is considered to be anything about which the company wishes to store 
information. Examples of an entity include: an employee, a department, a supplier. An 
entity is shown as a rectangle containing the name of the entity, and normally an 
identifier which provides a unique key to help identify a specific instance of that 
entity.  

  

• Relationship. A relationship describes the mutual relationship between the entities, 
represented by a diamond containing a name. Participants of a relationship are 
connected to it by straight lines, each labeled with one (a straight end or “1”), or many 
(a triangular end, an “m” or “∞”) to specify whether the coexisted relationship is one-
to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many.  
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The cross-checking rule between MS functions/DFDs and the LDM as shown in Figure
4.22 can be used to identify the data entities of the system. For example, since the top-
level function/DFD data sources or data stores normally indicate the existence of a data
entity, the sample DFD diagram of order-handling reveals three data entities: Customer,
Order and Supplier.  

 

Figure 4.22 Identification of entity-relationships  

Following this, the relationships amongst them can be established through a simple entity
matrix as shown in Figure 4.22 (Worksheet MSD 1.2). With this matrix, each relationship
can be established in turn. As can be seen, if two entities are related, this is entered in the
cross box between them. If required, the nature of the relationship can be further
specified, resulting in the LDM diagram shown in Figure 4.23. The relationship in this
model reads: a customer may place one or more orders; an order is placed by a customer,
one or more orders are placed with the supplier; a supplier supplies at least one order.  
In addition, a set of attributes is used to specify the properties of a data entity. A relational
data structure presents data entities in tables that specify their natures through these
relevant attributes. Each table has a “key”, which is a piece of data that uniquely defines a
given data set. Relationships between these attributes are then used to link related entities.
An example of a more complete MS logical data structure is shown in Figure 4.24, in
which each data entity is identified by a key attribute (in bold), and the specific properties
of each entity are defined by its own attribute set. In addition, the logical relationships
amongst the entities are also clearly specified.  
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Figure 4.23 Sample entity-relationship model of the MS function  

A logical data model, such as the example shown, here presents the conceptual
structure of an MS database. When combined, the two sets of models (DFD, LDM) can
provide a relatively complete presentation of the structure, contents and operation of an
MS information system. The integrity of a system can be guaranteed by cross-checking 
between these parts using the rules summarized in Figure 4.3. An information system 
thus specified can be implemented in practice by using commercially available relational
database management systems (DBMS). Such software systems provide tools for
relational data management such as data table definition and manipulation, as well as
user-interface development.  

 

Figure 4.24 Example LDM model of an MS operation  

Analysis and development process  

Using the modeling techniques outlined above, the process normally followed for the
analysis and development of an MIS is outlined as follows (Figure 4.25):  
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• Feasibility study. In close relation to the system function model, an initial level-1 (top 
level) DFD of the system is created, including a description of each function. An 
overview LDM is also created. Together, these assist project planning by identifying 
which areas need to be investigated. If desired, this DFD is decomposed to the next 
level, again according to the system function model. Following the problem-solving 
cycle, a number of outline options are formulated, from which one will be selected for 
further development.  

• Analysis. The conceptual level DFD is then decomposed to lower levels as necessary. 
This leads to the specification of system LDM. Sources within the required system are 
analyzed to produce data-grouping, and to show their relationships. The DFD and 
LDM are used to validate one another by following the cross-checking rules.  

• Specification of requirements. The system is next made more logical by showing what 
is to be achieved. All user requirements and functions should be considered for their 
relevance to the system being designed, and all the required data are included. Based 
upon the selected option, a new system specification can be created. The LDM will 
have to be updated to ensure that all the required data are available. The specification 
of requirements is expanded to give detail necessary to build the system. Dialog design 
is used to chart the interactions between the system and the operator.  

• Selection of IT environment. At this stage there will be enough knowledge for the 
designer to select the hardware and software environment for the system’s 
development and implementation.  

• Physical design. The logical data and processing designs are converted into a design 
which will run on the selected environment. Cross-checking should again take place to 
ensure the system’s completeness, management and operational support.  

4.9 MSD TASKS—HUMAN AND ORGANIZATION  

Without any doubt, this is one of the most important areas of manufacturing and supply
systems management. Humans, and the way they are organized, are what operates and
manages the actual transformation processes of the system, and eventually determines its
success or failure. The keys are: the right organizational structure, the right work/job 
system, and the right people for the job.  
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Figure 4.25 General processes for complete MIS specification  

Integrated human resource planning and management  

The above core principles may look simple in printing, but they are perhaps the most
difficult ones to achieve in practice—technologies and other hardware in a system are 
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easily transferred, but human resources and organizational synergy are hard to copy.
Also, in reality, the design and implementation of the organizational and human systems
cannot be clearly separated. It is desirable to make the management of the new system
responsible for its implementation right from the beginning. That is, the user should be
made the system/process owner. This ensures user commitment to changes and to the
success of the implementation in the long term. In this regard, the MSD team’s role is to 
help the process by explaining the strategic requirements, the objectives, and the system
designs to management and their teams, and by undertaking project management and
coordination of implementation activities.  

 

Figure 4.26 Integration of human resource processes within MSM  

Integrated management of human resources is required within the MSM context, with the
aims to provide, coordinate, motivate, and empower people at all levels and in all
functions, so as to effectively support the organization’s strategic needs. Identification of 
the right organizational structure and work systems through MSD tasks is therefore only
a part of the whole picture of human resources and change management that must be
logically interwoven within the overall MSM structure, as shown in Figure 4.26. The 
following are the main activities involved in this domain.  

Interface between MS strategy and human resource needs  

The human resource plan of an organization should be aligned with its strategic
requirement. The key considerations of alignment identified here are concerned with the
links between MS strategy and organization structure, employees, training and learning,
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and appraisal and reward.  

Figure 4.27 Relationship between MS strategic requirement and human 
resource need  

It has been suggested that most organizations will find their strategy belonging to one of
a few strategic groups, as listed in Tool/Technique MSA 4.3.1. When combined with the 
product/process matrix, this provides some general guidelines for the alignment of human
resource plans with company strategy. The more traditional practice of human resource
management, as reflected by the choices at the bottom-right section of Figure 4.27, 
supports a cost-reduction strategy (“caretakers”). This normally involves mature products
with relatively long product life cycle in a stable market. On the other hand, an
innovation and/or quality strategy needs the support of human resource plans that are
grouped towards the top-left section (“innovators”). These help to develop a set generic 
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profiles to provide guidance to help cross-check human resource and strategic
requirements. Depending on the particular type and stage of the MS operation (and its
current positioning), certain human resource plans may be more appropriate. Therefore, if
the state of the enterprise is known, then appropriate human resource needs may be
suggested for consideration according to the compatibility of manufacturing strategies
with respect to the organizational state and resource deployment, as outlined in Figure 
4.27. In such a way, both the strategy and its supporting structure might progress and
develop in a consistent and logical manner.  

Regardless of the type of operation, in order to develop effective organizational
structure and human resources, it is important for an company to gain the participation of
the entire workforce. It must fully appreciate the value of the skills and the experience of
its employees. In addition, participation is crucial to avoid resistance to change and to
ensure that the changes brought about by an MSD project will last. Some conditions are
necessary to obtain participation from the workforce, including:  

• Communicating. Strategy and objectives should be communicated to the workforce at 
all levels of the organizational hierarchy. A high level of awareness of the aims, goals 
and changes should be maintained by everyone involved.  

• Facilitating, not authoritarian. An environment should be created in which freedom 
and flexibility enable the staff to make the best use of their creativity, expertise and 
skills. Also, taking risks and making mistakes should be allowed. This will increase 
the output of the staff in terms of idea creation and innovation.  

• Following suggestions. It is important to make sure that all the ideas and initiatives 
generated by the workforce be taken into consideration. Every suggestion should get a 
response, and a bonus system could be instigated to reward the best suggestions.  

Work system and job design  

Work system design is concerned with how employees are organized into both formal
departments/units, and informal work teams. Job design refers the definition of individual
responsibilities. It is essential that roles, behaviors and responsibilities of all positions in
the organization be defined and/or reshaped prior to the implementation. Two main
activities are therefore (see Figure 4.28):  

• Analysis of the business and human resource plans, which indicate the types of skills 
and competencies that may be required in the future, and the number of people with 
those skills that will be needed.  

• Job analysis to examine in detail the content of the jobs and what knowledge and skills 
are required of the jobholder.  

It is also necessary to decide how to acquire the new skills needed. This may involve
additional training of existing employees or recruitment of skilled people outside the
company. Either way, changes inevitably occur whenever an MSM cycle is initiated and
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followed through. People react differently when facing change, and change can be 
difficult if the emotional dimension of the employees is not managed. In order to increase
the proportion of staff with a positive reaction, it is necessary to work on the following
principles:  

 

Figure 4.28 General processes within the human & organization MSD domain  

• Analyzing the current situation. The organization must evaluate how the business and 
its employees are likely to react to change. Information and criteria for this may be 
directly extracted from the results of the relevant MSA worksheets. Also, assessment 
can be carried out by using personal interviews, with each key person and with 
representatives of the whole workforce.  

• Identifying and dealing with resistance. The nature of change makes demands on the 
employees in term of augmenting their technical and social skills, their ways of 
thinking and their attitudes. The earliest possible involvement of the employees 
concerned will help prevent or diminish resistance. Also, management should provide 
continual reaffirmation of a will to successfully carry out changes, and should endorse 
the workforce’s efforts and the results they obtain.  
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• Handling power issues. In any change process, it is vital to gain the support of those 
who hold power in the organization. Handling power issues begins with an analysis of 
the level of support for change. The power exerted by key staff and people with 
unusual skills must be recognized. Once the level of importance of each person in 
power has been assessed, the mapping of the power structure can be made against the 
changes planned. This analysis identifies areas of strength and areas at risk. 
Recruitment and training may be necessary to fill in the power/skill vacuum. System 
structures and procedures should be specified accordingly in order to establish the new 
power situation quickly and effectively.  

System improvement and learning  

It is now a universally accepted, and frequently enforced view that continuous
improvement and learning should be treated as an integral part of the organizational
culture. Fundamentally, this view has its roots in systems thinking. It reflects the feedback
requirement of any open system that needs to adapt to environmental change or to achieve
new goals (see Section 4.4.3). In fact, it should be clear that the structure and approach of
this MSM framework is designed precisely for the purpose of helping an MS organization
become agile and adaptive, through the learning mechanism that is embedded in the
MSA-MPM cycle, and through the execution of MSD projects that are aimed at
continuous improvement.  

Therefore, one of the key requirements for a successful MS operation is to
institutionalize continuous improvement and learning, so that they become an embedded
part of the daily work activities of all employees. The establishment and empowerment of
system improvement task teams (SITs) provide a mechanism to put this into practice.
Their structure and aim should resemble that of a racing team, with multi-skilled team
members to fine-tune and continuously improve the system’s structure and performance,
so as to keep the “MSM driving wheel” rotating towards the desired strategic direction.
An SIT team should consist of a team coordinator, and a number of mixed employees
belonging to different departments or units in the organization, at different levels of the
organizational hierarchy. They present a cross-functional task force that meets to carry
out problem-solving tasks related to various issues of system improvement. The life-span
of a SIT team depends on the tasks in hand. Some teams may be formed to deal with a
specific problem and are disbanded once the task has been completed. Others may be
more enduring, dealing with ongoing issues of both an operational and system-related
nature. The character of an SIT team may be determined according to:  

• Management task teams: consisting of managers from various departments. Its role 
resembles that of a committee with the responsibility to plan, coordinate and track the 
progress of the current SIT teams.  

• MSD task teams: a project team formed specifically to develop a new system function, 
by accomplishing the MSD tasks as previously specified. Led by a principle function 
owner, the team should consist of the designers as well as members of the owner 
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    function, the customer and the inputting functions. It is good practice for this team to 
be responsible for the design, implementation and operation of the system function(s) 
in its area of responsibility.  

• Quality circle teams: consisting of a small group of managers and workers from one or 
more functional areas. Such a team meets periodically to identify, analyze and solve 
problems in order to improve quality and productivity.  

Training and coaching  

Change demands an upgrading of employees’ knowledge and skills. The nature of their
activities may transform drastically, making it necessary for workers to acquire new
expertise. On the other hand, these same employees will also be in the front line of the
change process, needing to know how to carry out change. Change also requires
alterations in the way people behave, and training alone cannot achieve that. It may prove
necessary to give some people in the organization (especially managers) one-to-one
support to help them accept change and transform their methods and behavior in line with
the objectives defined in the vision. This type of support is known as coaching. All these
approaches help human resource planning and management to align with the MS strategy.
When designing training and coaching programs, therefore, the following points need to
be considered:  

• Objectives of the training program. Training objectives should be linked to the MS 
strategic initiatives.  

• Content and frequency of training. Training plans should be based upon job design and 
skill requirements, determined by what the trainee should be able to do after 
completion of the training.  

• Who and where. Can training be provided by managers, team leaders, colleagues in the 
company or only from others outside the company?  

Creative use of information technologies such as CBT can both speed up the training
process and increase its quality. With such approaches, online and on-demand training
can be made possible, providing comprehensive “know-how” on the processes involved,
and addressing the need for the timely provision of training about specific tasks. These
approaches have the potential to help a first time operator/manager learn how to carry out
a new task/operation from start to finish with either minimal or no external training.
Typically, it provides structured lessons that guide a trainee through a training sequence,
operational simulation with a virtual environment for the trainee to explore and
experiment through simulation, and learning assessment to check the trainee’s progress.
A case of its application is presented in Chapter 7.  
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4.10 CROSS-CHECKING  

The results produced from the six MS design areas provide a relatively complete
presentation of the structure, contents and operation of the MS operation under
consideration. However, the integrity of the system design needs to be assured. This can
be achieved by cross-checking the designs at both the conceptual level and the detailed
levels using Worksheet MSD CC.1 and CC.2 , respectively. The general cross-checking 
rules have been presented in detail in Section 4.3. An example of system level cross-
checking is given in Figure 4.29.  

 

Figure 4.29 Example of conceptual level cross-checking  
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CHAPTER FIVE  
MS System Implementation  

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

The production of a detailed system design is not the end of the story. Implementation of
the design must consider the means by which the systems can be put into practice, while
causing as minimal a disruption as possible. This stage involves planning for the
implementation, seeking approval and physically making the necessary installations and
changes. It therefore relies on two closely related areas: system change management and
project management.  

The main MSM goal is to help MS companies achieve excellence through the effective
management of a continuous cycle of MSD projects. Therefore, managing necessary
changes is one of the most important aspects of the framework. As an organization
follows the continuous cycle of MSM, the level of changes involved depends on the scale
of the MSD project, the amount of change required for the existing operations, and hence
how the system structure is to be affected. The nature of change can be defined by three
main variables:  

• Depth of change: the degree to which the change affects the nature of the system—
from incremental changes such as those normally associated with continuous 
improvement MSD projects, to profound changes such as those of greenfield or 
brownfield MSD types.  

• Speed of change: the measure of the combination of depth and duration of the change. 
Although MSD projects are necessary, no MS organization can afford to spend too 
much time on their planning and execution.  

• Implementation of change: how changes are introduced to the MS system. Change may 
be imposed, or may be the result of a total consensus. How it is introduced will have a 
significant impact on the company concerned.  

It is necessary to make certain that the organizational changes are agreed, training needs
are identified, and a training package is designed and provided. The ideal implementation
teams should be multi-skilled and include team members from all affected departments,
and from various positions in the organization. This will ensure commitment all over the
company and increase the probability of success for both the system implementation and
its future operation. Some of the most important aspects of change management are
outlined in Figure 5.1, which are embedded in the relevant MSI task documents:  



 

Figure 5.1 Change management within MSM framework  

• Mobilizing initiates the actual process of change by making the organization mobile 
throughout the MSM change cycle. This consists of a sequence of unfreezing, 
transformation, and re-freezing. It draws attention to the actions of those involved in 
the change, and gives them reassurance that change is justified and that the project is 
being properly managed.  

• Catalyzing deals with the creation of a structure that will enable and stimulate the 
implementation of change. Resources have to be made available and some have to be 
dedicated exclusively to it. The establishment and empowerment of system 
improvement teams is one of the means to help achieve this ( Worksheet OG.4 ).  

• Steering aims to keep the attitude of the interested parties, and the process of change 
themselves, on the right track. It predicts discrepancies between objectives and actual 
achievement, and then tries to use resources effectively. It should resolve any 
difficulties that arise and spread patterns of behavior that reinforce change.  

• Communicating the vision of change to the employees at all levels of the organization 
hierarchy is vital. Initially, a high level of awareness of the strategic initiatives and 
objectives of the necessary changes should be maintained. It is then necessary to 
provide information on the progress of change, and to reassure all the affected parties 
outside the business.  
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5.2 PROCESSES OF IMPLEMENTATION  

The general principles and techniques of change management presented above provide
the basis for the actions of MS system implementation. The importance of
implementation is easily seen because a decision or an intended system will not be of
much use until properly implemented and effectively put to operation. Many cases have
shown that difficulties associated with the implementation stage are the major obstacle to
fully utilizing the potential benefit of the intended systems.  

The entirety of the decision block, therefore, consists of two actions: making a choice 
and then implementing the change associated with that choice. The level of difficulty
associated with implementation depends on the amount of changes required for the
existing system, and how its structure and operation are to be affected. A carefully
thought-out strategy will normally be required to carry out this last phase of an MSD
project. The aim is to link the new system design, developed during the MSD phase, into
transition plans and implementation programs which will lay a foundation for a
successful implementation of the new system. Again, the three main aspects that are
incorporated in the implementation phase are processes, IT, organization and human
resources.  

 

Figure 5.2 Stages of MS system implementation  
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As can be seen in Figure 5.2, this phase takes the outputs of the MSD phase as inputs, 
and begins with an assessment of the readiness for implementation within the
organization. These results, together with the overall implementation plan of Worksheet 
MSA/MSD 2.4.1 , provide the basis for detailed transition plan(s) to be specified. These 
plans will include scheduling, budgeting and resource requirements to bring the design of
the new manufacturing/logistic systems up to date. Finally, the implementation stage
actually makes the design a reality. This is achieved through the control of system
installation by monitoring time, costs and the establishment. Again, project management
software tools are highly recommended to help the planning, monitoring and
management of MS system implementation.  
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CHAPTER SIX  
MS Performance Measurement and System 

Status Monitoring  

6.1 INTRODUCTION  

As pointed out in Chapter 1, an MS organization’s performance measurement should be
an integral part of its MSM framework, and should play a vital role in directly supporting
the achievement of the organization’s strategic goals. The objectives and goals of the
organization should be clearly in line with the system purpose, as specified by its upper
system and environment. This applies at each level of the organizational tree. That is, the
strategies and policies adopted at various levels within the organization must be coherent
and in harmony with the overall organizational objectives, as shown in Figure 6.1. The 
ability to develop and achieve such a set of coherent strategies and aims must be regarded
as one of the key issues of MS systems management.  

 

Figure 6.1 MS performance measures  



The continuing awareness of what is happening in the wider business environment is
another prerequisite for the system’s effective operation. Sufficient consideration must 
continually be given to the influence of environmental factors such as the change of
government policies and institutional regulations, economical and political climate, as
well as customer requirements and technological development. This explains why
benchmarking is important to the success of an MS organization. Therefore, in
accordance with these pre-conditions for efficient systems operation, MSM performance 
measurement and system status monitoring are needed to:  

• clarify customer requirements,  
• help understand the progress of business processes,  
• ensure decisions are based on fact, not on emotion, and  
• show continuously where improvement needs to be made.  

 

Figure 6.2 Stages of system performance monitoring within MSM  

Therefore, performance measure setting and system status monitoring together form an
integrated cycle, providing a tool to check consistency between strategic objectives and
performance measurement. Since it is based upon a system’s perspective of company 
performance requirement, the cycle prevents local optimization by combining more than
one aspect of performance within the overall MSM framework, and throughout the
complete MSA/MSD/MSO cycle. As an integral function, it can also help a company
focus on improving the competitiveness of its MS system as a whole, and on motivating
continuous improvement. By closing the MSA-MSD-MSO loop, this cycle helps to 
accomplish an overall control of the manufacturing/supply system. Such a self-regulation 
mechanism provides the ability to continuously adapt to the environmental changes, and
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is one of the prerequisites for the survival of open systems like MS organizations.  
The overall structure of the MSM performance monitoring module is as shown in

Figure 6.2, consisting of two stages: MS performance measure (MPM) and MS status
monitoring (MSM). As can be seen, performance monitoring is closely related to the
MSA process, with a certain degree of overlapping between the two. The reason for this
is obvious: in order to ensure that an MS system achieves a strategically competitive
position and that different parts of the organization are pulling their weight in a combined
effort to maintain this position, some form of coherent performance monitoring of both
individual units as well as the whole is essential. The ultimate aim of performance
measurement is to motivate behavior leading to continuous system improvement. This
can only be achieved by evaluating and quantifying the current state of the company, and
highlighting where progress has been made and which areas need to be improved. By
using performance measures that support a company’s strategy, the feedback from the 
process will provide the company with the information needed for ongoing improvement.
This allows for monitoring the critical success areas so that corrective actions can be
taken should a drift occur. Therefore, this module will assist in monitoring and initiating
the right action whenever necessary in the manufacturing and supply process:  

• Specification of strategy-oriented performance measures. The purpose of this is to 
disaggregate strategic requirements into operational level criteria, and then measure 
the current system according to the relevant parameters.  

• Overall system status monitoring. Based on the operational level measurements of the 
current system, this section produces an integrated assessment of the system’s overall 
performance against its current strategic goal. It also determines whether further 
actions are needed and, if so, identifies the necessary programs of continuous 
improvement.  

• Continuous improvement monitoring. The purpose and structure of this section is 
similar to the above. However, the focus here is the monitoring and assessment of the 
improvement of system performance as a direct result of the MSD actions initiated.  

The task documents and their worksheets provide a method of assessing performance
measures and analyzing system status.  

6.2 MPM—SPECIFICATION OF STRATEGY-ORIENTED MEASURES  

In practice, performance information should be used at all levels of management to drive
performance improvement. It tells the management of an MS system about its present
condition, and allows management to objectively measure the current system
performance against others through benchmarking. In turn, benchmarking aids in
identifying potential areas of performance improvement and in generating innovative
ideas to drive that improvement. Specifically, the performance information here can be
used to initiate two main types of MSD projects: the design of new MS systems, or future
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improvement of an existing operation.  

 

Figure 6.3 MPM—Specification of strategy-oriented performance measures  

It is important that the performance measurement of the monitoring function be based on
the clear identification of the business processes that have the most impact on the success
or failure of the organization’s goals. Therefore, when designing performance 
measurement systems it is necessary to decide what to measure, and how to measure it.
As an integral part of the MSM system, the performance measures should always be tied
to the system’s current goals or objectives. Thus, a performance measurement system 
enables the organization to ensure it is progressing in the right direction as it moves from
its current state to a future state along its system life cycle. Within the MSM framework,
the information summarized in the MSA worksheets will provide the basis for the system
status monitoring function. With such a foundation to provide the direction and reason,
quantitative objectives can be defined to assess progress toward the vision. As a core area
of the MSM, therefore, the MPM area aims to specify a set of strategy-oriented 
performance measures for the other functional areas within the framework. As shown in
Figure 6.3. It consists of two task documents, aiming to help align performance measures
with the previously established MS strategy. The following are the key points in this
stage:  
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• measure only what is important,  
• focus on customer needs,  
• involve employees in the choice and implementation of the measures.  
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6.3 MSM—MS SYSTEM STATUS MONITORING  

This section consists of a number of steps, as shown in Figure 6.4. The initial steps of this 
stage are a reversal of the previous stage. The previous stage links the overall strategic
concerns to operational level parameters through a process of disaggregation. In contrast,
having taken measurement of system performance based on the relevant parameters
identified through the disaggregating process, this stage aggregates these values back to a
higher level, allowing the systems performance to be assessed according to the original
strategic goals. As was illustrated in Figure 6.2, there is significant overlap between the 
last two sections of the performance monitoring module and the MSA model.
Consequently from this point on the process flow, the steps, concepts, techniques and
considerations involved have a great deal in common with those of MSA. A detailed
description and discussion are therefore not necessary.  
However, it is crucial here to distinguish between the internal and external system
performance gaps. The difference between these is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Whereas the 
internal gap helps a company identify the difference between its market requirement and
its current systems performance, the external gap is based on the current best-practice 
through benchmarking. Both provide an indication of future requirements.  
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Figure 6.4 MSM—MS status monitoring  



  



  



  



  



  



  



CHAPTER SEVEN  
Institutionalization of MSM—Application and 

Tools  

7.1 INTRODUCTION  

In order to fully utilize the potential of the MSM framework, its concepts should be
integrated into a company’s management system and culture, and its procedures should 
be institutionalized as an integral part of the organization’s operation. The following are 
some of the key considerations:  

• Competent people. A prerequisite is to have managers and staff with the right attitude, 
motivation, skills and training, who know why they are designing or reengineering an 
MS system, and how to do it.  

• Competent organizational structure. The organization needs to be set-up to support the 
necessary MSM activities. This should provide a structure and means for monitoring 
the current system status, analyzing its operational and strategic needs, and 
accordingly, initiating and authorizing MSM projects. Roles and responsibilities 
should be clearly defined within this organization. A number of system improvement 
teams should be formed, either permanently or on an on-demand basis. Such a cross-
functional team should be led by a process owner who is responsible for the design, 
implementation, operation and performance improvement of that particular system 
process/function.  

• Competent procedures and tools. Ideally, an information environment should be set up 
to formalize MSM procedures and to assist in the execution of an MSM cycle. It 
should help capture and document strategic data and MSD decisions, and should 
provide training materials when necessary. For example, the task-centered way in 
which this handbook is structured and presented makes the tasks ideally suited for 
adaptation on a company’s intranet-based information system. The generic structure 
and functionality of the TCMM presented in Section 4.6 provides one of the possible 
platforms for this purpose, as illustrated in Figure 7.1.  

The following cases illustrate respectively the organizational structure and the
information environment to facilitate MSM’s application and institutionalization in
practice.  



 

Figure 7.1 MSM procedures within a task-centered information environment  

7.2 CASE A: MSM ENABLED ORGANIZATION  

The background of this case was presented in Chapter 1. The following provides 
additional material to illustrate how the MSM is institutionalized within the organization
according to the three key requirements: people, structure and information environment.  

7.2.1 MSD Procedures  

As part of the institutionalization of MSM, the company developed a particular MSD task
procedure called business process design (BPD). This was populated within the MSD
area in order to design all the processes involved in the greenfield MSD project. Figure 
7.2 shows the logical position of this MSD process and its links with other aspects in the 
MSM framework:  

• Point 1: link to business strategy, strategic and customer focus of process, and initiation 
and approval of process design and change.  

• Point 2: link to organization’s management system, documentation of changes, input 
from process reviews and audits, advanced process audits, accreditation compliance 
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    check during process design.  
• Point 3: alignment of organization according to process changes, design of new jobs, 

competence profiling, recruitment (internal and/or external) to fill new positions, 
training of all affected people, changes to working structures and patterns, changes to 
remuneration, pay grading.  

• Point 4: planning, design and implementation of IT applications, implementation of IT 
infrastructure and hardware.  

• Point 5: specification and procurement of equipment required in new process.  
• Point 6: design and implementation of layout (office and shopfloor space, etc.)  

 

Figure 7.2 BPD integrated within the MSM framework  

All these interfaces need to be managed when designing a new process or changing an
existing one. This MSD procedure and the interfaces are fully established in the
organization. It can be initiated and the associated tasks followed through at any time, so
that there is no need for the company to recreate this process each time an MSD project
takes place. This has helped the company personnel involved in MSD activities to
concentrate on the actual design tasks, rather than having to create and establish a design
methodology first, and then sell it to the management of the organization.  
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7.2.2 Structure of SIT Teams  

The company established SIT teams within its organizational structure to facilitate the
following activities:  

• Process design/change authorization: deciding and reviewing the need for change, and 
authorizing the project.  

• Process owner identification: choice of which department/person will own a process.  
• Identification and adaptation of relevant design tools: worksheets such as analysis 

matrix, checklist, and formation of MSD project plans.  

The case experience has shown that the above represented some of the most difficult
aspects because there was a high degree of uncertainty involved, and a high potential for
political issues to surface. It was therefore of great importance to follow the principles of 
change and human resources management described in this workbook. An SIT team in
this case consisted of:  

• Function owner—the leader of the team who owns one or more functions and is 
responsible for their design, implementation and operation. Future developments and 
improvements are also to be driven by the function owner, who is responsible for the 
overall performance of the function(s) concerned.  

• BPD coordinator—a design expert for a particular function, and a representative in the 
BPD steering team, responsible for the coordination of the design activities, and 
integration and coaching of function owners.  

• BPD steerer—who has the overall control of the BPD process, including the design and 
implementation of MS functions, and authorization of new projects.  

• Function designers—involving cross-functional personnel, such as customers, suppliers 
and contributors of the function to be designed. These people are responsible for its 
analysis, evaluation, design and implementation.  

7.2.3 MSD Project Management  

The parallel design and implementation of around 70 MS functions was a challenge for
the organization as a whole. A capable project management process was required to
ensure the on-time design, implementation and integration of all functions concerned. For 
this reason a significant element of the BPD process was about project management. The
key tools adapted by the company included (Chapter 1):  

• MS project checklist—a checklist of all the functions to be designed (equivalent to 
Worksheets MSA/MSD 2.1.1 : MSD Project Formulation, and Worksheet MSA/MSD 
2.2.1 : Terms of Reference).  

• MS analysis and design matrix—planning and monitoring of the analysis and design of 
individual functions (equivalent to Worksheets MSA/MSD 2.3.1 : MSD Task Selection, 
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and MSA/MSD 2.4.1 : Project Execution Plan).  
• MS implementation checklist—project management of implementation and operation of 

individual functions (equivalent to Worksheet MSI 2.1 : Implementation Plan).  

For each of the SIT team members, the project checklist stated the high level activities
that should be carried out within the three MS layers (processes, IT, human and
organization) through each of the MSM phases. The team had to decide when it would
carry out these activities, working backwards from the “go-live” date of the process. This
approach could also lead to phased implementations, where a series of go-live dates are
used to satisfy the need to implement certain parts of a function earlier than others. Each
of the phases had a gateway at which the teams held formal reviews and reported the
latest project status. The most prominent milestone was, of course, the “go-live” date of
the entire process, representing the maturity of the function.  

Figure 7.3 Project status report of the company  

The status of each design project—including the status of the function checklist shown
in Figure 7.3—was reported regularly to the top management of the company. Due to its
successful application on the greenfield project, the company’s MSM setup (i.e., the
structure and procedures outlined above) are now formally incorporated into the
company’s overall business management system to enable the factory’s future system
improvement (Figure 7.4).  

7.3 CASE B: ONLINE OPERATION PROCEDURES AND TRAINING  

TCMM is considered an enabler for the institutionalization of MSM procedures within an
organization. This case provides a more detailed account of its structure and operation.
Although not specifically related to a system design project, it illustrates some key
features of such an information platform, such as online operations documentation and
on-demand training. These features can be used to provide support for both the normal
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system operations and the MSM framework and its task documents.  

 

Figure 7.4 Institutionalization of MSM procedures as part of the organization’s 
management system  

In this case, the traditional ways of providing manufacturing information to the shop 
floor were not necessarily task-related. Rather, general information was available but 
needed to be found when required. Although this satisfied the requirements of normal
operations, there were a number of problems associated with this form of documentation.
Some of the key problems included: the physical separation of the processes, their
descriptions and procedures; the poor user friendliness; the high maintenance efforts; and
the inability of the documentation systems to effectively capture process “know how”. In 
contrast, a task-centered, multi-media MS information system utilized a web-based 
database of reference manuals to provide company personnel with comprehensive tools
for looking up procedures and product information. It can support multimedia objects and 
has the added benefits that both authoring and viewing tools are widely used and well
known. Furthermore, the approach was cost-effective, easy to install and highly flexible. 
It allows for change without major systems development efforts, and the skill
requirements are relatively low. The HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) front-end 
can be connected to a database back-end if required. Additional features include:  

• Adobe PDF format. As a widely accepted standard, PDF (Portable Document Format) 
is perhaps the most suitable format for electronic documentation for this kind of 
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    application. PDF files are compatible with HTML files, essentially platform 
independent, and communicate well with any web server or browser.  

• Search engines and automatic indexing. A search engine speeds up the process of 
finding the required topic in the system.  

 

Figure 7.5 Testing of transceiver stations  

This case provides an example of actual TCMM application. The collaborating company
involved in this case is part of a global provider of integrated communications solutions.
The organization is dedicated to the research, development and manufacture of GSM
(Global System for Mobile Communications) equipment, the digital standard adapted
worldwide for mobile telephone technology. The manufacturing processes involve the
production and assembly of mainly base transceiver stations. These are used as part of the
infrastructure to support the providers of GSM services. Worldwide demand for the
equipment is such that the manufacturing process is continuous 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. The environment in the assembly area of the base transceiver stations is
highly automated but the human factor was important in testing the final products (Figure
7.5). It remained labor intensive, and depended on the operators’ experience. With many
varieties of configurations, the traditional approach made it difficult to guarantee the
standards and quality of the operations.  

The company attempted to consolidate its manufacturing processes by maximizing the
use of its resources in personnel, and information technology. In particular, the
organization was developing a generic platform to enhance the efficiency of its
production test facilities. Its objective was to provide an infrastructure for
communication, sharing and recycling resources, reducing test development cycle time,
minimizing manual operations, and improving the fault finding processes. Within this  
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environment, all the engineers shared their experience in various aspects of systems
engineering and developed test systems concurrently. The system also aimed to provide a
series of tools and functions to be used throughout the factory for the testing of multiple
products. As part of the company’s overall initiative, a fully functional TCMM system 
was developed, providing a working environment to train the company’s new operators, 
as well as its joint venture partners in different parts of the world. Utilizing the TCMM
concept, the two main objectives identified were to develop a system that:  

• Supplies the testing area personnel with a comprehensive tool for looking up technical 
information about products, testing equipment and procedures. This should be of use 
to first time operators, as well as skilled technical personnel.  

• Provides a tool that can teach a first time operator to test a product from start to finish 
with either minimal or no external training. The system should also provide an 
assessment tool for the qualification of the trainees, and for recording the performance 
of skilled personnel.  

Figure 7.6 Structure of the TCMM system  

The overall system structure is as shown in Figure 7.6, with the following modules.  

• Reference module. The reference module serves as the knowledge repository of the 
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    system. It contains all the technical information relevant to the testing procedures, the 
base stations, and the technology used. The reference module can be readily accessed 
within the system whenever the users require more in-depth technical information 
about a subject. The information contained in the reference module is organized into 
four related parts. Each of these parts is then subdivided into smaller sections in order 
to make the retrieval of information faster and easier. All these parts are linked, either 
directly or indirectly, to help in cross-referencing. Organizing the information in this 
way also facilitates the maintenance/updating of data.  

• Training module. The training module provides a new trainee with introductory 
information about four different subjects: an overview of GSM and its component 
parts, product information, equipment information (cable connections required 
between different instruments in order to setup tests), and test information (procedures 
that an operator must follow in order to test a product). The subjects are presented in 
sequential chapters. This format was considered the most appropriate for training 
purposes since the trainee is required to cover all the material included in the desired 
sequence. At the end of each chapter, the trainee has the option to carry out a self-
assessment. This facility provides him/her with feedback on the progress made.  

• Simulation module. The simulation module is a subset of the training module. It 
provides a virtual environment of the testing area, and a suite of tools that allows a 
trainee to learn and try out a complete cycle of the testing process (Figure 7.7). The 
system is interactive with the trainee throughout the simulation run. It provides step-
by-step instructions, a list of options for each action to be carried out, and possible 
tools and devices. Icons symbolizing the tools, devices and plugs needed during the 
testing process are available in the right column, and can be clicked if the trainee 
requires a particular item during the exercise. The system then monitors the actions 
undertaken by the trainee and, depending on whether the required one is selected, 
either continues the operation or offers further assistance. At any time during the 
simulation cycle, the trainee has access to all the product information and operational 
documentation. This online facility is useful for finding answers to questions that the 
trainee may have regarding an operation. In addition, video clips are available to 
provide further guidance. The simulation process was developed mainly using 
Dynamic HTML, which allowed the development of a virtual environment for 
interactive actions that can be performed during training.  

• Assessment module. This completes the logical cycle of training that is supported within 
the TCMM environment (lessons/simulated-operation/qualification). The qualification 
module developed follows a straightforward procedure. To start the assessment, a set 
of questions is selected randomly from a database. The trainee’s choice of answer is 
assessed, and results are recorded for both self-assessment and employee qualification.  

The management of the company carried out a detailed survey to evaluate the
effectiveness of the system. Feedback from these was very positive. It was pointed out
that, compared with the existing approaches that leave the users almost entirely on their
own to identify relevant data/information to support the manager/operators’ current work, 
the TCMM working environment equips the user with a structured, user-friendly way to 
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make use of company information/operational manual/data. In general, the concept of the
TCMM approach provides a logical implementation foundation, providing a general
mechanism for task/tool/data integration, so that the operator/system design is given
direct, structured and ready access to relevant information and tools. Its practical
applications to date have illustrated clearly its value both as a self-contained information 
system, and as a supplementary system to the existing databases and other information
applications.  

Figure 7.7 Virtual simulation environment  

Furthermore, its structure as a knowledge repository can easily adapt as the company’s
product ranges, MS processes and MS system structure progress through time.  
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